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FIG. 4. Posterior probability densities of the masses, spins and distance to the three events GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226. For the
two dimensional distributions, the contours show 50% and 90% credible regions. Top left: component masses msource

1 and msource
2 for the three

events. We use the convention that msource
1 � msource

2 , which produces the sharp cut in the two-dimensional distribution. For GW151226 and
LVT151012, the contours follow lines of constant chirp mass (M source = 8.9+0.3

�0.3 M� and M source = 15.1+1.4
�1.1 M� respectively). In all three

cases, both masses are consistent with being black holes. Top right: The mass and dimensionless spin magnitude of the final black holes.
Bottom left: The effective spin and mass ratios of the binary components. Bottom right: The luminosity distance to the three events.

a greater impact upon the inspiral. We find that smaller spins
are favoured, and place 90% credible bounds on the primary
spin a1  0.7 for GW150914, a1  0.7 for LVT151012, and
a1  0.8 for GW151226. In the case of GW151226, we infer
that at least one of the components has a spin of � 0.2 at the
99% credible level.

While the individual component spins are poorly con-
strained, there are combinations that can be better inferred.
The effective spin ceff, as defined in Equation 6, is a mass-
weighted combination of the spins parallel to the orbital an-
gular momentum [71–73]. It is +1 when both the spins are
maximal and parallel to the angular momentum, �1 when
both spins are maximal and antiparallel to the angular mo-
mentum, and 0 when there is no net mass-weighted aligned
spin. Systems with positive ceff complete more cycles when
inspiralling from a given orbital separation than those with
negative ceff [70, 110]. While ceff has a measurable effect
on the inspiral, this is degenerate with that of the mass ratio
as illustrated for the lower mass inspiral-dominated signals in
Fig. 4.

Observations for all three events are consistent with small
values of the effective spin: |ceff|  0.17, 0.28 and 0.35 at
90% probability for GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226
respectively. This indicates that large parallel spins aligned or
antialigned with the orbital angular momentum are disfavored.

It may be possible to place tighter constraints on each com-
ponent’s spin by using waveforms that include the full effects
of precession [39]. This will be investigated in future analy-
ses.

All three events have final black holes with spins of ⇠ 0.7,
as expected for mergers of similar-mass black holes [111,
112]. The final spin is dominated by the orbital angular mo-
mentum of the binary at merger. Consequently, it is more pre-
cisely constrained than the component spins and is broadly
similar across the three events. The masses and spins of the
final black holes are plotted in Fig. 4.

The spin of the final black hole, like its mass, is calcu-
lated using fitting formulae calibrated against numerical rel-
ativity simulations. In [38] we used a formula which only in-
cluded contributions from the aligned components of the com-
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a greater impact upon the inspiral. We find that smaller spins
are favoured, and place 90% credible bounds on the primary
spin a1  0.7 for GW150914, a1  0.7 for LVT151012, and
a1  0.8 for GW151226. In the case of GW151226, we infer
that at least one of the components has a spin of � 0.2 at the
99% credible level.

While the individual component spins are poorly con-
strained, there are combinations that can be better inferred.
The effective spin ceff, as defined in Equation 6, is a mass-
weighted combination of the spins parallel to the orbital an-
gular momentum [71–73]. It is +1 when both the spins are
maximal and parallel to the angular momentum, �1 when
both spins are maximal and antiparallel to the angular mo-
mentum, and 0 when there is no net mass-weighted aligned
spin. Systems with positive ceff complete more cycles when
inspiralling from a given orbital separation than those with
negative ceff [70, 110]. While ceff has a measurable effect
on the inspiral, this is degenerate with that of the mass ratio
as illustrated for the lower mass inspiral-dominated signals in
Fig. 4.

Observations for all three events are consistent with small
values of the effective spin: |ceff|  0.17, 0.28 and 0.35 at
90% probability for GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226
respectively. This indicates that large parallel spins aligned or
antialigned with the orbital angular momentum are disfavored.

It may be possible to place tighter constraints on each com-
ponent’s spin by using waveforms that include the full effects
of precession [39]. This will be investigated in future analy-
ses.

All three events have final black holes with spins of ⇠ 0.7,
as expected for mergers of similar-mass black holes [111,
112]. The final spin is dominated by the orbital angular mo-
mentum of the binary at merger. Consequently, it is more pre-
cisely constrained than the component spins and is broadly
similar across the three events. The masses and spins of the
final black holes are plotted in Fig. 4.

The spin of the final black hole, like its mass, is calcu-
lated using fitting formulae calibrated against numerical rel-
ativity simulations. In [38] we used a formula which only in-
cluded contributions from the aligned components of the com-
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FIG. 1. Left: Amplitude spectral density of the total strain noise of the H1 and L1 detectors,
p

S( f ), in units of strain per
p

Hz, and the
recovered signals of GW150914, GW151226 and LVT151012 plotted so that the relative amplitudes can be related to the SNR of the signal
(as described in the text). Right: Time evolution of the waveforms from when they enter the detectors’ sensitive band at 30 Hz. All bands
show the 90% credible regions of the LIGO Hanford signal reconstructions from a coherent Bayesian analysis using a non-precessing spin
waveform model [45].

The gravitational-wave signal from a BBH merger takes the
form of a chirp, increasing in frequency and amplitude as the
black holes spiral inwards. The amplitude of the signal is
maximum at the merger, after which it decays rapidly as the fi-
nal black hole rings down to equilibrium. In the frequency do-
main, the amplitude decreases with frequency during inspiral,
as the signal spends a greater number of cycles at lower fre-
quencies. This is followed by a slower falloff during merger
and then a steep decrease during the ringdown. The amplitude
of GW150914 is significantly larger than the other two events
and at the time of the merger the gravitational-wave signal
lies well above the noise. GW151226 has lower amplitude but
sweeps across the whole detector’s sensitive band up to nearly
800 Hz. The corresponding time series of the three wave-
forms are plotted in the right panel of Figure 1 to better vi-
sualize the difference in duration within the Advanced LIGO
band: GW150914 lasts only a few cycles while LVT151012
and GW151226 have lower amplitude but last longer.

The analysis presented in this paper includes the total set of
O1 data from September 12, 2015 to January 19, 2016, which
contains a total coincident analysis time of 51.5 days accu-
mulated when both detectors were operating in their normal
state. As described in [13] with regard to the first 16 days
of O1 data, the output data of both detectors typically con-
tain non-stationary and non-Gaussian features, in the form of
transient noise artifacts of varying durations. Longer duration
artifacts, such as non-stationary behavior in the interferom-
eter noise, are not very detrimental to CBC searches as they
occur on a time-scale that is much longer than any CBC wave-

form. However, shorter duration artifacts can pollute the noise
background distribution of CBC searches. Many of these arti-
facts have distinct signatures [48] visible in the auxiliary data
channels from the large number of sensors used to monitor in-
strumental or environmental disturbances at each observatory
site [49]. When a significant noise source is identified, con-
taminated data are removed from the analysis data set. After
applying this data quality process, detailed in [50], the remain-
ing coincident analysis time in O1 is 48.6 days. The analyses
search only stretches of data longer than a minimum duration,
to ensure that the detectors are operating stably. The choice is
different in the two analyses and reduces the available data to
46.1 days for the PyCBC analysis and 48.3 days for the Gst-
LAL analysis.

III. SEARCH RESULTS

Two different, largely independent, analyses have been im-
plemented to search for stellar-mass BBH signals in the data
of O1: PyCBC [2–4] and GstLAL [5–7]. Both these analyses
employ matched filtering [51–59] with waveforms given by
models based on general relativity [8, 9] to search for gravi-
tational waves from binary neutron stars, BBHs, and neutron
star–black hole binaries. In this paper, we focus on the results
of the matched filter search for BBHs. Results of the searches
for binary neutron stars and neutron star–black hole binaries
will be reported elsewhere. These matched-filter searches are
complemented by generic transient searches which are sensi-
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Event GW150914 GW151226 LVT151012
Signal-to-noise ratio

r

23.7 13.0 9.7

False alarm rate
FAR/yr�1 < 6.0⇥10�7 < 6.0⇥10�7 0.37

p-value 7.5⇥10�8 7.5⇥10�8 0.045

Significance > 5.3s > 5.3s 1.7s

Primary mass
msource

1 /M�
36.2+5.2

�3.8 14.2+8.3
�3.7 23+18

�6

Secondary mass
msource

2 /M�
29.1+3.7

�4.4 7.5+2.3
�2.3 13+4

�5

Chirp mass
M source/M�

28.1+1.8
�1.5 8.9+0.3

�0.3 15.1+1.4
�1.1

Total mass
Msource/M�

65.3+4.1
�3.4 21.8+5.9

�1.7 37+13
�4

Effective inspiral spin
ceff

�0.06+0.14
�0.14 0.21+0.20

�0.10 0.0+0.3
�0.2

Final mass
Msource

f /M�
62.3+3.7

�3.1 20.8+6.1
�1.7 35+14

�4

Final spin af 0.68+0.05
�0.06 0.74+0.06

�0.06 0.66+0.09
�0.10

Radiated energy
Erad/(M�c2)

3.0+0.5
�0.4 1.0+0.1

�0.2 1.5+0.3
�0.4

Peak luminosity
`peak/(ergs�1)

3.6+0.5
�0.4 ⇥

1056
3.3+0.8

�1.6 ⇥
1056

3.1+0.8
�1.8 ⇥

1056

Luminosity distance
DL/Mpc 420+150

�180 440+180
�190 1000+500

�500

Source redshift z 0.09+0.03
�0.04 0.09+0.03

�0.04 0.20+0.09
�0.09

Sky localization
DW/deg2 230 850 1600

TABLE I. Details of the three most significant events. The false
alarm rate, p-value and significance are from the PyCBC analysis;
the GstLAL results are consistent with this. For source parameters,
we report median values with 90% credible intervals that include sta-
tistical errors, and systematic errors from averaging the results of
different waveform models. The uncertainty for the peak luminos-
ity includes an estimate of additional error from the fitting formula.
The sky localization is the area of the 90% credible area. Masses are
given in the source frame; to convert to the detector frame multiply
by (1+ z). The source redshift assumes standard cosmology [40].

The observed events begin to reveal a population of stellar-
mass black hole mergers. We use these signals to constrain the
rates of BBH mergers in the universe, and begin to probe the
mass distribution of black hole mergers. The inferred rates are
consistent with those derived from GW150914 [42]. We also
discuss the astrophysical implications of the observations and
the prospects for future Advanced LIGO and Virgo observing
runs.

The results presented here are restricted to BBH systems
with total masses less than 100M�. Searches for more mas-
sive black holes, compact binary systems containing neutron
stars and unmodeled transient signals will be reported else-
where.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II provides an
overview of the Advanced LIGO detectors during the first ob-
serving run, and the data used in the search. Sec. III presents
the results of the search, details of the two gravitational wave
events, GW150914 and GW151226, and the candidate event
LVT151012. Sec. IV provides detailed parameter-estimation
results for the events. Sec. V presents results for the consis-
tency of the two events, GW150914 and GW151226, with the
predictions of general relativity. Sec. VI presents the inferred
rate of stellar-mass BBH mergers, and VII discusses the im-
plications of these observations and future prospects. We in-
clude appendices that provide additional technical details of
the methods used. Appendix A describes the CBC search,
with A 1 and A 2 presenting details of the construction and
tuning of the two independently implemented analyses used
in the search, highlighting differences from the methods de-
scribed in [43]. Appendix B provides a description of the
parameter-estimation analysis and includes a summary table
of results for all three events. Appendix C and Appendix D
provide details of the methods used to infer merger rates and
mass distributions respectively.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE INSTRUMENTS AND THE DATA
SET

The two Advanced LIGO detectors, one located in Han-
ford, Washington (H1) and one in Livingston, Louisiana (L1)
are modified Michelson interferometers with 4-km long arms.
The interferometer mirrors act as test masses, and the pas-
sage of a gravitational wave induces a differential arm length
change which is proportional to the gravitational-wave strain
amplitude. The Advanced LIGO detectors came on line in
September 2015 after a major upgrade targeting a 10-fold im-
provement in sensitivity over the initial LIGO detectors [44].
While not yet operating at design sensitivity, both detectors
reached an instrument noise 3 to 4 times lower than ever mea-
sured before in their most sensitive frequency band between
100 Hz and 300 Hz [1]. The corresponding observable vol-
ume of space for BBH mergers, in the mass range reported
in this paper, was ⇠ 30 times greater, enabling the successful
search reported here.

The typical instrument noise of the Advanced LIGO de-
tectors during O1 is described in detail in [46]. In the left
panel of Figure 1 we show the amplitude spectral density of
the total strain noise of both detectors (

p
S( f )), calibrated in

units of strain per
p

Hz [47]. Overlaid on the noise curves of
the detectors, the waveforms of GW150914, GW151226 and
LVT151012 are also shown. The expected SNR r of a signal,
h(t), can be expressed as

r

2 =
Z •

0

�
2|h̃( f )|

p
f
�2

Sn( f )
dln( f ) , (1)

where h̃( f ) is the Fourier transform of the signal. Writing it in
this form motivates the normalization of the waveform plotted
in Figure 1 as the area between the signal and noise curves is
indicative of the SNR of the events.
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FIG. 4. Posterior probability densities of the masses, spins and distance to the three events GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226. For the
two dimensional distributions, the contours show 50% and 90% credible regions. Top left: component masses msource

1 and msource
2 for the three

events. We use the convention that msource
1 � msource

2 , which produces the sharp cut in the two-dimensional distribution. For GW151226 and
LVT151012, the contours follow lines of constant chirp mass (M source = 8.9+0.3

�0.3 M� and M source = 15.1+1.4
�1.1 M� respectively). In all three

cases, both masses are consistent with being black holes. Top right: The mass and dimensionless spin magnitude of the final black holes.
Bottom left: The effective spin and mass ratios of the binary components. Bottom right: The luminosity distance to the three events.

a greater impact upon the inspiral. We find that smaller spins
are favoured, and place 90% credible bounds on the primary
spin a1  0.7 for GW150914, a1  0.7 for LVT151012, and
a1  0.8 for GW151226. In the case of GW151226, we infer
that at least one of the components has a spin of � 0.2 at the
99% credible level.

While the individual component spins are poorly con-
strained, there are combinations that can be better inferred.
The effective spin ceff, as defined in Equation 6, is a mass-
weighted combination of the spins parallel to the orbital an-
gular momentum [71–73]. It is +1 when both the spins are
maximal and parallel to the angular momentum, �1 when
both spins are maximal and antiparallel to the angular mo-
mentum, and 0 when there is no net mass-weighted aligned
spin. Systems with positive ceff complete more cycles when
inspiralling from a given orbital separation than those with
negative ceff [70, 110]. While ceff has a measurable effect
on the inspiral, this is degenerate with that of the mass ratio
as illustrated for the lower mass inspiral-dominated signals in
Fig. 4.

Observations for all three events are consistent with small
values of the effective spin: |ceff|  0.17, 0.28 and 0.35 at
90% probability for GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226
respectively. This indicates that large parallel spins aligned or
antialigned with the orbital angular momentum are disfavored.

It may be possible to place tighter constraints on each com-
ponent’s spin by using waveforms that include the full effects
of precession [39]. This will be investigated in future analy-
ses.

All three events have final black holes with spins of ⇠ 0.7,
as expected for mergers of similar-mass black holes [111,
112]. The final spin is dominated by the orbital angular mo-
mentum of the binary at merger. Consequently, it is more pre-
cisely constrained than the component spins and is broadly
similar across the three events. The masses and spins of the
final black holes are plotted in Fig. 4.

The spin of the final black hole, like its mass, is calcu-
lated using fitting formulae calibrated against numerical rel-
ativity simulations. In [38] we used a formula which only in-
cluded contributions from the aligned components of the com-
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112]. The final spin is dominated by the orbital angular mo-
mentum of the binary at merger. Consequently, it is more pre-
cisely constrained than the component spins and is broadly
similar across the three events. The masses and spins of the
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spins (right panel of Fig. 5) matches our expectations once
the information that jχeff j is small has been included. Two
elements may be responsible for this. If precession occurs,
at most one modulation cycle would be present in the LIGO
sensitivity window. If the source was viewed with J close
to the line of sight (Fig. 2), the amplitude of possible
modulations in the recorded strain is suppressed.
The joint posterior PDFs of the magnitude and orienta-

tion of S1 and S2 are shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.
The angle of the spins with respect to L (the tilt angle)
is considered a tracer of BBH formation channels [97].
However, we can place only weak constraints on this
parameter for GW150914: the probabilities that S1 and S2
are at an angle between 45° and 135° with respect to the
normal to the orbital plane L are 0.77 and 0.75, respec-
tively. For this specific geometrical configuration the spin
magnitude estimates are a1 < 0.8 and a2 < 0.8 at 90%
probability.
Some astrophysical formation scenarios favor spins

nearly aligned with the orbital angular momentum, par-
ticularly for the massive progenitors that in these scenarios
produce GW150914 [97,114,115]. To estimate the impact
of this prior hypothesis on our interpretation, we used the
fraction (2.5%) of the spin-aligned result (EOBNR) with
S1;2 · L > 0 to revise our expectations. If both spins must
be positively and strictly co-aligned with L, then we can
constrain the two individual spins at 90% probability to be
a1 < 0.2 and a2 < 0.3.
The loss of linear momentum through GWs produces a

recoil of the merger BH with respect to the binary’s original

center of mass [116,117]. The recoil velocity depends on
the spins (magnitude and orientation) of the BHs of the
binary and could be large for spins that are appropriately
misaligned with the orbital angular momentum [118–121].
Unfortunately, the weak constraints on the spins
(magnitude and direction) of GW150914 prevent us from
providing a meaningful limit on the kick velocity of the
resulting BH.

A. A minimal-assumption analysis

In addition to the analysis based on the assumption that
the signal is generated by a binary system, we also consider
a model which is not derived from a particular physical
scenario and makes minimal assumptions about hþ;×.
In this case we compute directly the posterior pð~hj~dÞ by
reconstructing hþ;× using a linear combination of ellipti-
cally polarized sine-Gaussian wavelets whose amplitudes
are assumed to be consistent with a uniform source
distribution [84,122], see Fig. 6. The number of wavelets
in the linear combination is not fixed a priori but is
optimized via Bayesian model selection. This analysis
directly infers the PDF of the GW strain given the data
pð~hj~dÞ.
We can compare the minimal-assumption posterior for

the strain at the two instruments with the results of the
compact binary modeled analysis pð~hð~ϑÞj~dÞ. The wave-
forms are shown in Fig. 6. There is remarkable agreement
between the actual data and the reconstructed waveform
under the two model assumptions. As expected, the

FIG. 5. Left: PDFs (solid black line) for the χp and χeff spin parameters compared to their prior distribution (green line). The dashed
vertical lines mark the 90% credible interval. The one-dimensional plots show probability contours of the prior (green) and marginalized
PDF (black). The two-dimensional plot shows the contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions plotted over a color-coded PDF. Right:
PDFs for the dimensionless component spins cS1=ðGm2

1Þ and cS2=ðGm2
2Þ relative to the normal to the orbital plane L, marginalized

over uncertainties in the azimuthal angles. The bins are constructed linearly in spin magnitude and the cosine of the tilt angles,
cos θLSi ¼ Si · L=ðjSijjLjÞ, where i ¼ f1; 2g, and therefore have equal prior probability.
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follow a line of constant chirp mass 8.9þ0.3
−0.3M⊙, and

constrain the mass ratio to be greater than 0.28. The
posterior distribution is not consistent with component
masses below 4.5M⊙ (99% credible level). This is above
the theoretical maximum mass of a neutron star for
common equations of state [66,67]. Thus, both components
are identified as black holes.
Compact binary coalescences act as standard sirens

[68,69]. Their luminosity distance can be extracted from
the amplitude of an observed signal provided the orienta-
tion of the orbital plane can be determined. Information
about whether the orbit is face-on, edge-on, or in between is
encoded in the two polarizations of the gravitational wave.
However, the two LIGO detectors are nearly coaligned and
the source of GW151226 is likely to be located close to the
maxima of the directional responses of both detectors [3].
Consequently, it is difficult to extract the polarization
content, and therefore the orientation of the orbital plane.
As a result, the luminosity distance is only weakly con-
strained to be 440þ180

−190 Mpc, corresponding to a redshift of
0.09þ0.03

−0.04 assuming a flat ΛCDM cosmology [62].
Component spins affect the relativistic motion of the

binary but often have only subtle effects on the gravita-
tional waveform. Therefore, we can only extract limited
information about the spins. Figure 4 (left) shows the
probability density functions of the mass-weighted combi-
nations of orbit-aligned spins χeff [70,71] and in-plane
spins χp [72] for the precessing spin waveform model. The
same figure (right) shows the individual spins of the
component black holes. The posterior density functions

inferred from the precessing and nonprecessing spin wave-
form models indicate that χeff is positive at greater than the
99% credible level; therefore, at least one of the black holes
has nonzero spin. We find that at least one black hole has a
spin magnitude greater than 0.2 at the 99% credible level.
Only weak constraints can be placed on χp, suggesting that
the data are not informative regarding spin-precession
effects [5].
To test whether GW151226 is consistent with general

relativity, we allow the coefficients that describe the
waveform (which are derived as functions of the source
parameters from the post-Newtonian approximation
[26–28] and from fits to numerical relativity simulations)
to deviate from their nominal values, and check whether
the resulting waveforms are consistent with the data [73].
The posterior probability densities of the coefficients
are found to center on their general relativity values.
Additionally, both the offsets and widths of the posteriors
for the post-Newtonian inspiral coefficients decrease sig-
nificantly when analyzing GW150914 and GW151226
jointly, in some cases to the 10% level, as discussed in [5].
The waveform models used are consistent with general

relativity simulations. Figure 5 shows GW151226’s wave-
form reconstruction (90% credible region as in [57]) using
the nonprecessing spin templates employed to find the
signal and extract parameters, plotted during the time
interval with the most significant SNR. Also shown is a
direct numerical solution of Einstein’s equations [38,74,75]
for a binary black hole with parameters near the peak of the
parameter estimation posterior.

FIG. 4. Left: Posterior density function for the χp and χeff spin parameters (measured at 20 Hz) compared to their prior distributions.
The one-dimensional plot shows probability contours of the prior (green) and marginalized posterior density function (black) [58,59].
The two-dimensional plot shows the contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions plotted over a color-coded posterior density
function. The dashed lines mark the 90% credible interval. Right: Posterior density function for the dimensionless component spins,
cS1=ðGm2

1Þ and cS2=ðGm2
2Þ, relative to the normal of the orbital plane L̂. Si and mi are the spin angular momenta and masses of the

primary (i ¼ 1) and secondary (i ¼ 2) black holes, c is the speed of light and G is the gravitational constant. The posterior density
functions are marginalized over the azimuthal angles. The bins are designed to have equal prior probability; they are constructed linearly
in spin magnitudes and the cosine of the tilt angles cos−1ðŜi · L̂Þ.
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A. Masses

The binary component masses of all three systems lie
within the range expected for stellar-mass black holes. The
least massive black hole is the secondary of GW151226,
which has a 90% credible lower bound that msource

2 ≥
5.6M⊙. This is above the expected maximum neutron star
mass of about 3M⊙ [80,81] and beyond the mass
gap where there is currently a dearth of black holes
observed in x-ray binaries [82–84]. The range of our
inferred component masses overlaps with those for stellar-
mass black holes measured through x-ray observations but
extends beyond the nearly 16M⊙ maximum of that
population [85–87].
GW150914 corresponds to the heaviest BBH system

(Msource ¼ 65.3þ4.1
−3.4M⊙) we observed, and GW151226

corresponds to the least massive (Msource ¼ 21.8þ5.9
−1.7M⊙).

Higher mass systems merge at a lower gravitational-wave
frequency. For lower-mass systems, the gravitational-wave

signal is dominated by the inspiral of the binary compo-
nents, whereas for higher-mass systems, the merger and
ringdown parts of the signal are increasingly important.
The transition from being inspiral dominated to being
merger and ringdown dominated depends upon the sensi-
tivity of the detector network as a function of frequency;
GW150914 had SNR approximately equally split between
the inspiral and post-inspiral phases [41]. Information
about the masses is encoded in different ways in the
different parts of the waveform: The inspiral predominantly
constrains the chirp mass [70,88,89], and the ringdown is
more sensitive to the total mass [90]; hence, the best-
measured parameters depend upon the mass [91–93]. This
is illustrated in the posterior probability distributions for the
three events in Fig. 4. For the lower-mass GW151226 and
LVT151012, the posterior distribution follows curves of
constant chirp mass, but for GW150914, the posterior is
shaped more by constraints on the total mass [94].

FIG. 5. Posterior probability distributions for the dimensionless component spins cS1=ðGm2
1Þ and cS2=ðGm2

2Þ relative to the normal to
the orbital plane L, marginalized over the azimuthal angles. The bins are constructed linearly in spin magnitude and the cosine of the tilt
angles, and therefore have equal prior probability. The left plot shows the distribution for GW150914, the middle plot is for LVT151012,
and the right plot is for GW151226.

FIG. 6. Posterior probability distributions for the sky locations of GW150914, LVT151012, and GW151226 shown in a Mollweide
projection. The left plot shows the probable position of the source in equatorial coordinates (right ascension is measured in hours and
declination is measured in degrees). The right plot shows the localization with respect to the Earth at the time of detection. Hþ and Lþ
mark the Hanford and Livingston sites, and H− and L− indicate antipodal points; H-L and L-H mark the poles of the line connecting the
two detectors (the points of maximal time delay). The sky localization forms part of an annulus, set by the difference in arrival times
between the detectors.
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begin to probe the mass distribution of black hole mergers.
The inferred rates are consistent with those derived from
GW150914 [42]. We also discuss the astrophysical impli-
cations of the observations and the prospects for future
Advanced LIGO and Virgo observing runs.
The results presented here are restricted to BBH systems

with total masses less than 100M⊙. Searches for compact
binary systems containing neutron stars are presented in
Ref. [43], and searches for more massive black holes and
unmodeled transient signals will be reported elsewhere.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides

an overview of the Advanced LIGO detectors during
the first observing run, as well as the data used in the
search. Section III presents the results of the search,
details of the two gravitational-wave events, GW150914
and GW151226, and the candidate event LVT151012.
Section IV provides detailed parameter-estimation results
for the events. Section V presents results for the consistency
of the two events, GW150914 and GW151226, with the
predictions of general relativity. Section VI presents the
inferred rate of stellar-mass BBH mergers, and Sec. VII
discusses the implications of these observations and future
prospects. We include appendixes that provide additional
technical details of the methods used. AppendixA describes
the CBC search, with A 1 and A 2 presenting details of the
construction and tuning of the two independently imple-
mented analyses used in the search, highlighting differences
from the methods described in Ref. [44]. Appendix B
provides a description of the parameter-estimation analysis

and includes a summary table of results for all three events.
Appendixes C and D provide details of the methods used to
infer merger rates and mass distributions, respectively.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE INSTRUMENTS
AND DATA SET

The two Advanced LIGO detectors, one located in
Hanford, Washington (H1) and one in Livingston,
Louisiana (L1), are modified Michelson interferometers
with 4-km-long arms. The interferometer mirrors act as test
masses, and the passage of a gravitational wave induces a
differential arm length change which is proportional to the
gravitational-wave strain amplitude. The Advanced LIGO
detectors came online in September 2015 after a major
upgrade targeting a tenfold improvement in sensitivity over
the initial LIGO detectors [45]. While not yet operating at
design sensitivity, both detectors reached an instrument
noise 3–4 times lower than ever measured before in their
most sensitive frequency band between 100 Hz and 300 Hz
[1]. The corresponding observable volume of space for
BBH mergers, in the mass range reported in this paper, was
about 30 times greater, enabling the successful search
reported here.
The typical instrument noise of the Advanced LIGO

detectors during O1 is described in detail in Ref. [46]. In the
left panel of Fig. 1, we show the amplitude spectral density
of the total strain noise of both detectors,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SðfÞ

p
, calibrated

in units of strain per
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
[47]. Overlaid on the noise curves

TABLE I. Details of the three most significant events. The false alarm rate, p-value, and significance are from the PyCBC analysis; the
GstLAL results are consistent with this. For source parameters, we report median values with 90% credible intervals that include
statistical errors, and systematic errors from averaging the results of different waveform models. The uncertainty for the peak luminosity
includes an estimate of additional error from the fitting formula. The sky localization is the area of the 90% credible area. Masses are
given in the source frame; to convert to the detector frame, multiply by (1þ z). The source redshift assumes standard cosmology [18].

Event GW150914 GW151226 LVT151012

Signal-to-noise ratio ρ 23.7 13.0 9.7
False alarm rate FAR=yr−1 < 6.0 × 10−7 < 6.0 × 10−7 0.37
p-value 7.5 × 10−8 7.5 × 10−8 0.045
Significance > 5.3σ > 5.3σ 1.7σ
Primary mass msource

1 =M⊙ 36.2þ5.2
−3.8 14.2þ8.3

−3.7 23þ18
−6

Secondary mass msource
2 =M⊙ 29.1þ3.7

−4.4 7.5þ2.3
−2.3 13þ4

−5
Chirp mass Msource=M⊙ 28.1þ1.8

−1.5 8.9þ0.3
−0.3 15.1þ1.4

−1.1
Total mass Msource=M⊙ 65.3þ4.1

−3.4 21.8þ5.9
−1.7 37þ13

−4
Effective inspiral spin χeff −0.06þ0.14

−0.14 0.21þ0.20
−0.10 0.0þ0.3

−0.2
Final mass Msource

f =M⊙ 62.3þ3.7
−3.1 20.8þ6.1

−1.7 35þ14
−4

Final spin af 0.68þ0.05
−0.06 0.74þ0.06

−0.06 0.66þ0.09
−0.10

Radiated energy Erad=ðM⊙c2Þ 3.0þ0.5
−0.4 1.0þ0.1

−0.2 1.5þ0.3
−0.4

Peak luminosity lpeak=ðerg s−1Þ 3.6þ0.5
−0.4 × 1056 3.3þ0.8

−1.6 × 1056 3.1þ0.8
−1.8 × 1056

Luminosity distance DL=Mpc 420þ150
−180 440þ180

−190 1000þ500
−500

Source redshift z 0.09þ0.03
−0.04 0.09þ0.03

−0.04 0.20þ0.09
−0.09

Sky localization ΔΩ=deg2 230 850 1600
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Fig. 12.— The median (solid line), 10% (lower dashed line), and 90% (upper dashed line) values

of the black hole mass distribution, p(M |✓), at various masses implied by the posterior p(✓|d) for

the models discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. These distributions use the combined sample of 20

observations in Table 1, including the high-mass, wind-fed systems. Note that these “distributions

of distributions” are not necessarily normalized, and need not be “shaped” like the underlying

model distributions. Compare to Figure 3, which includes only the low-mass systems in the analysis.

Including the high-mass systems tends to widen the distribution toward the high-mass end and, in

models that allow it, produce a second, high-mass peak in addition to the one in Figure 3.
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ABSTRACT
Galactic field black hole (BH) low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) are believed to form in situ via the evolu-

tion of isolated binaries. In the standard formation channel, these systems survived a common envelope phase,
after which the remaining helium core of the primary star and the subsequently formed BH are not expected to
be highly spinning. However, the measured spins of BHs in LMXBs cover the whole range of spin parameters.
We propose here that the BH spin in LMXBs is acquired through accretion onto the BH after its formation. In
order to test this hypothesis, we calculated extensive grids of detailed binary mass-transfer sequences. For each
sequence, we examined whether, at any point in time, the calculated binary properties are in agreement with
their observationally inferred counterparts of 16 Galactic LMXBs. The “successful” sequences give estimates
of the mass that the BH has accreted since the onset of Roche-Lobe overflow. We find that in all Galactic
LMXBs with measured BH spin, the origin of the spin can be accounted for by the accreted matter, and we
make predictions about the maximum BH spin in LMXBs where no measurement is yet available. Furthermore,
we derive limits on the maximum spin that any BH can have depending on current properties of the binary it
resides in. Finally we discuss the implication that our findings have on the BH birth-mass distribution, which
is shifted by ∼ 1.5M⊙ towards lower masses, compared to the currently observed one.
Subject headings: black hole physics, Galaxy: stellar content, stars: binaries: close, stars: black holes, stars:

evolution, X-rays: binaries

1. INTRODUCTION

Stellar-mass black holes (BH) are the evolutionary rem-
nants of massive stars (! 20M⊙) (e.g. Georgy et al. 2009;
Belczynski et al. 2010). The existence of BHs is one of
the most robust predictions in Einstein’s theory of General
Relativity. BHs can be fully described by three numbers:
their mass, their spin (angular momentum), and their electric
charge. Astrophysical BHs are believed to have negligible
electric charge, so one is left with only two properties. Yet
simply finding an isolated BH, much less measuring its prop-
erties of mass or spin, can be difficult.

Interacting binaries are arguably one of the most important
astrophysical laboratories available for the study of compact
objects, especially BHs. Accretion of matter from a close bi-
nary companion gives rise to X-ray emission and rejuvenates
compact objects, rendering them detectable throughout the
Galaxy and beyond. While some clues on the astrophysics
of these X-Ray Binaries (XRBs) can be obtained from ob-
servations and modeling of their present-day properties, more
comprehensive insight requires understanding their origin and
evolutionary links to other stellar systems.

Observations in 1972 of the XRB Cygnus X-1 provided the
first strong evidence that BHs exist (Webster & Murdin 1972;
Bolton 1972). Today, a total of 23 such XRB systems are
known to contain a compact object too massive to be a neu-
tron star or a degenerate star of any kind (i.e. M > 3M⊙;
Özel et al. 2010; Farr et al. 2011b). The host systems of all
known stellar-mass BHs are XRBs, i.e. mass-exchange bina-
ries containing a non-degenerate star that supplies gas to the
BH via a stellar wind or via Roche-lobe overflow (RLO) in a
stream that emanates from the inner Lagrangian point.

anastasios.fragkos@unige.ch (corresponding author)
1 Geneva Observatory, University of Geneva, Chemin des Maillettes 51,

1290 Sauverny, Switzerland
2 Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street,

Cambridge, MA 02138 USA

1.1. Measuring the Spin of Accreting BHs
Although the existence of stellar-mass BHs was confirmed

several decades ago via the dynamical measurement of their
mass, the first attempt to measure their spins was made much
more recently (Zhang et al. 1997), and the first plausibly reli-
able results were obtained less than a decade ago (Shafee et al.
2006).

To date, there are three methods that have been
widely applied in estimating the spins of stellar-mass BHs
(Remillard & McClintock 2006), namely, fitting the thermal
continuum spectrum of the accretion disk, modeling the disk
reflection spectrum with a focus on the Fe K line, and
modeling high-frequency (∼ 100 − 450 Hz) quasi-periodic
oscillations (HFQPOs). While there are well-established
models underpinning the first two methods, there is no

Figure 1. The spin parameter a∗ as a function of the binary orbital period,
where persistent, wind-fed XRBs systems are plotted as (blue) triangles and
transient, RLO XRBs as (red) squares, for the nine BH XRBs of Table 1 with
measured BH spin using the continuum-fitting method.

compilation from Fragos & McClintock 2015

Farr et al. 2011



BH-BH merger rate

current 90% constraint: 9 - 240 per Gpc3 per yr 
model predictions: 0 - 1,000 per Gpc3 per yr

rates below ~10 per Gpc3 per yr are excluded
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mass-distribution 
dependent 

results for these population assumptions are also shown in
Table II and in Fig. 10. The inferred overall rate is shown in
Fig. 11. As expected, the population-based rate estimates
bracket the one obtained by using the masses of the
observed black hole binaries.

The inferred rates of BBH mergers are consistent with
the results obtained in Refs. [42,155], following the
observation of GW150914. The median values of the rates
have decreased by approximately a factor of 2, as we now
have three likely signals (rather than two) in 3 times as
much data. Furthermore, because of the observation of an
additional highly significant signal GW151226, the uncer-
tainty in rates has reduced. In particular, the 90% range of
allowed rates has been updated to 9–240 Gpc−3 yr−1,
where the lower limit comes from the flat in log mass
population and the upper limit from the power-law pop-
ulation distribution.
With three significant triggers, GW150914, LVT151012,

and GW151226, all of astrophysical origin to high prob-
ability, we can begin to constrain the mass distribution of
coalescing BBHs. Here, we present a simple, parametrized
fit to the mass distribution using these triggers; a non-
parametric method that can fit general mass distributions
will be presented in future work. Our methodology is
described more fully in Appendix D.
We assume that the distribution of black hole masses in

coalescing binaries follows

pðm1Þ ∝ m−α
1 ; ð7Þ

with Mmin ≤ m2 ≤ m1 and m1 þm2 ≤ 100M⊙, and a uni-
form distribution on the secondary mass between Mmin ¼
5M⊙ and m1. With α ¼ 2.35, this mass distribution is the
power-law distribution used in our rate estimation. Our
choice ofMmin is driven by a desire to incorporate nearly all
the posterior samples from GW151226 and because there is
some evidence from electromagnetic observations for a
minimum BH mass near 5M⊙ [82,156] (but see Ref. [84]).
We use a hierarchical analysis [156–159] to infer α from

the properties of the three significant events—GW150914,
GW151226, and LVT151012—where all three are treated
equally and we properly incorporate parameter-estimation
uncertainty on the masses of each system. Our inferred
posterior on α is shown in Fig. 12. The value α ¼ 2.35,
corresponding to the power-law mass distribution used
above to infer rates, lies near the peak of the posterior, and
the median and broad 90% credible interval is

α ¼ 2.5þ1.5
−1.6 : ð8Þ

It is not surprising that our fit peaks near α ∼ 2.5 because
the observed sample is consistent with a flat distribution and
the sensitive space-time volume scales roughly as M15=6.
The mass distribution of merging black hole binaries

cannot be constrained tightly with such a small number of
observations. This power-law fit is sensitive to a number of
arbitrary assumptions, including a flat distribution in the
mass ratio and a redshift-independent merger rate and mass
distribution. Most critically, the fit is sensitive to the choice
of the lower-mass cutoff Mmin: Larger values of Mmin lead

FIG. 10. The posterior density on the rate of GW150914-like
BBH, LVT151012-like BBH, and GW151226-like BBH merg-
ers. The event-based rate is the sum of these. The median and
90% credible levels are given in Table II.

FIG. 11. The posterior density on the rate of BBH mergers. The
curves represent the posterior assuming that BBH masses are
distributed flat in logðm1Þ − logðm2Þ (Flat), match the properties
of the observed events (Event based), or are distributed as a power
law inm1 (Power law). The posterior median rates and symmetric
90% symmetric credible intervals are given in Table II.
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results for these population assumptions are also shown in
Table II and in Fig. 10. The inferred overall rate is shown in
Fig. 11. As expected, the population-based rate estimates
bracket the one obtained by using the masses of the
observed black hole binaries.

The inferred rates of BBH mergers are consistent with
the results obtained in Refs. [42,155], following the
observation of GW150914. The median values of the rates
have decreased by approximately a factor of 2, as we now
have three likely signals (rather than two) in 3 times as
much data. Furthermore, because of the observation of an
additional highly significant signal GW151226, the uncer-
tainty in rates has reduced. In particular, the 90% range of
allowed rates has been updated to 9–240 Gpc−3 yr−1,
where the lower limit comes from the flat in log mass
population and the upper limit from the power-law pop-
ulation distribution.
With three significant triggers, GW150914, LVT151012,

and GW151226, all of astrophysical origin to high prob-
ability, we can begin to constrain the mass distribution of
coalescing BBHs. Here, we present a simple, parametrized
fit to the mass distribution using these triggers; a non-
parametric method that can fit general mass distributions
will be presented in future work. Our methodology is
described more fully in Appendix D.
We assume that the distribution of black hole masses in

coalescing binaries follows

pðm1Þ ∝ m−α
1 ; ð7Þ

with Mmin ≤ m2 ≤ m1 and m1 þm2 ≤ 100M⊙, and a uni-
form distribution on the secondary mass between Mmin ¼
5M⊙ and m1. With α ¼ 2.35, this mass distribution is the
power-law distribution used in our rate estimation. Our
choice ofMmin is driven by a desire to incorporate nearly all
the posterior samples from GW151226 and because there is
some evidence from electromagnetic observations for a
minimum BH mass near 5M⊙ [82,156] (but see Ref. [84]).
We use a hierarchical analysis [156–159] to infer α from

the properties of the three significant events—GW150914,
GW151226, and LVT151012—where all three are treated
equally and we properly incorporate parameter-estimation
uncertainty on the masses of each system. Our inferred
posterior on α is shown in Fig. 12. The value α ¼ 2.35,
corresponding to the power-law mass distribution used
above to infer rates, lies near the peak of the posterior, and
the median and broad 90% credible interval is

α ¼ 2.5þ1.5
−1.6 : ð8Þ

It is not surprising that our fit peaks near α ∼ 2.5 because
the observed sample is consistent with a flat distribution and
the sensitive space-time volume scales roughly as M15=6.
The mass distribution of merging black hole binaries

cannot be constrained tightly with such a small number of
observations. This power-law fit is sensitive to a number of
arbitrary assumptions, including a flat distribution in the
mass ratio and a redshift-independent merger rate and mass
distribution. Most critically, the fit is sensitive to the choice
of the lower-mass cutoff Mmin: Larger values of Mmin lead

FIG. 10. The posterior density on the rate of GW150914-like
BBH, LVT151012-like BBH, and GW151226-like BBH merg-
ers. The event-based rate is the sum of these. The median and
90% credible levels are given in Table II.

FIG. 11. The posterior density on the rate of BBH mergers. The
curves represent the posterior assuming that BBH masses are
distributed flat in logðm1Þ − logðm2Þ (Flat), match the properties
of the observed events (Event based), or are distributed as a power
law inm1 (Power law). The posterior median rates and symmetric
90% symmetric credible intervals are given in Table II.
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results for these population assumptions are also shown in
Table II and in Fig. 10. The inferred overall rate is shown in
Fig. 11. As expected, the population-based rate estimates
bracket the one obtained by using the masses of the
observed black hole binaries.

The inferred rates of BBH mergers are consistent with
the results obtained in Refs. [42,155], following the
observation of GW150914. The median values of the rates
have decreased by approximately a factor of 2, as we now
have three likely signals (rather than two) in 3 times as
much data. Furthermore, because of the observation of an
additional highly significant signal GW151226, the uncer-
tainty in rates has reduced. In particular, the 90% range of
allowed rates has been updated to 9–240 Gpc−3 yr−1,
where the lower limit comes from the flat in log mass
population and the upper limit from the power-law pop-
ulation distribution.
With three significant triggers, GW150914, LVT151012,

and GW151226, all of astrophysical origin to high prob-
ability, we can begin to constrain the mass distribution of
coalescing BBHs. Here, we present a simple, parametrized
fit to the mass distribution using these triggers; a non-
parametric method that can fit general mass distributions
will be presented in future work. Our methodology is
described more fully in Appendix D.
We assume that the distribution of black hole masses in

coalescing binaries follows

pðm1Þ ∝ m−α
1 ; ð7Þ

with Mmin ≤ m2 ≤ m1 and m1 þm2 ≤ 100M⊙, and a uni-
form distribution on the secondary mass between Mmin ¼
5M⊙ and m1. With α ¼ 2.35, this mass distribution is the
power-law distribution used in our rate estimation. Our
choice ofMmin is driven by a desire to incorporate nearly all
the posterior samples from GW151226 and because there is
some evidence from electromagnetic observations for a
minimum BH mass near 5M⊙ [82,156] (but see Ref. [84]).
We use a hierarchical analysis [156–159] to infer α from

the properties of the three significant events—GW150914,
GW151226, and LVT151012—where all three are treated
equally and we properly incorporate parameter-estimation
uncertainty on the masses of each system. Our inferred
posterior on α is shown in Fig. 12. The value α ¼ 2.35,
corresponding to the power-law mass distribution used
above to infer rates, lies near the peak of the posterior, and
the median and broad 90% credible interval is

α ¼ 2.5þ1.5
−1.6 : ð8Þ

It is not surprising that our fit peaks near α ∼ 2.5 because
the observed sample is consistent with a flat distribution and
the sensitive space-time volume scales roughly as M15=6.
The mass distribution of merging black hole binaries

cannot be constrained tightly with such a small number of
observations. This power-law fit is sensitive to a number of
arbitrary assumptions, including a flat distribution in the
mass ratio and a redshift-independent merger rate and mass
distribution. Most critically, the fit is sensitive to the choice
of the lower-mass cutoff Mmin: Larger values of Mmin lead

FIG. 10. The posterior density on the rate of GW150914-like
BBH, LVT151012-like BBH, and GW151226-like BBH merg-
ers. The event-based rate is the sum of these. The median and
90% credible levels are given in Table II.

FIG. 11. The posterior density on the rate of BBH mergers. The
curves represent the posterior assuming that BBH masses are
distributed flat in logðm1Þ − logðm2Þ (Flat), match the properties
of the observed events (Event based), or are distributed as a power
law inm1 (Power law). The posterior median rates and symmetric
90% symmetric credible intervals are given in Table II.
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to a preference for steeper power laws with indices different
by a few.

VII. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS AND
FUTURE PROSPECTS

In Ref. [160], we discussed the astrophysical implica-
tions of the first gravitational-wave detection, GW150914,
of the merger of two black holes with masses m1 ¼
36.2þ5.2

−3.8M⊙ and m2 ¼ 29.1þ3.7
−4.4M⊙. We concluded that,

while it demonstrated that nature produces BBHs that
merge in a Hubble time, it was impossible to determine
the formation channel for that event. Possible BBH for-
mation channels include dynamical formation in a dense
stellar environment (see, e.g., Refs. [161–165]), possibly
assisted by gas drag in galactic nuclear disks [166,167], or
isolated binary evolution, either the classical variant via a
common-envelope phase (see, e.g., Refs. [168–173]),
possibly from population III binaries [174,175], or chemi-
cally homogeneous evolution in close tidally locked
binaries [176,177]. All of these channels have been shown
to be consistent with the GW150914 discovery [178–186].
GW151226 differs from GW150914 primarily in the

significantly lower inferred companion masses: m1 ¼
14.2þ8.3

−3.7M⊙ and m2 ¼ 7.5þ2.3
−2.3M⊙. These masses are sim-

ilar to the black hole masses measured dynamically in x-ray
binaries (for reviews, see Refs. [82,156]). If LVT151012 is
of astrophysical origin, its inferred companion masses
m1 ¼ 23þ18

−6 M⊙ and m2 ¼ 13þ4
−5M⊙ fall between those of

GW150914 and GW151226. This result indicates that
merging BBHs exist in a broad mass range.
GW151226 and LVT151012 could have formed from

lower-mass progenitor stars than GW150914 and/or in
higher-metallicity environments in which progenitors lose a
greater fraction of their mass to winds. Black holes with
such masses can be formed at solar metallicity; see, e.g.,
Ref. [187]. The low masses of GW151226 are probably
inconsistent with the chemically homogeneous evolution

scenario, under which higher masses are thought to be
required [176,177]. However, the masses are still consistent
with both classical isolated binary evolution and dynamical
formation.
The broad power-law index range α ¼ 2.5þ1.5

−1.6 inferred
from the fit to the merging binary black hole mass
distribution attempted in Sec. VI demonstrates the statis-
tical uncertainty associated with extrapolating a distribution
from just three events. There are additional systematic
uncertainties associated with the power-law model. In
particular, while population-synthesis models of binary
evolution can be consistent with power-law mass distribu-
tions over a range of masses, as in Figs. 8 and 9 of
Ref. [188], the power law is likely to be broken over the
very broad range between Mmin ¼ 5 M⊙ and a total mass
of 100 M⊙. Other formation models may not be consistent
with power-law distributions altogether (see, e.g.,
Ref. [183]). Similar methods have been employed to fit
the population of black holes with dynamical mass mea-
surements in x-ray binaries: Reference [156] obtained, for a
power-law model, Mmin ∼ 5 and power-law slopes in the
range 1.8≲ α ≲ 5.0 without accounting for possible selec-
tion effects.
Isolated binary evolution is thought to prefer comparable

masses, with mass ratios q < 0.5 unlikely for the classical
scenario [189] and implausible for chemically homo-
geneous evolution [181]. The dynamical formation channel
also prefers comparable masses but allows for more
extreme mass ratios; observations of merging binary black
holes with extreme mass ratios could therefore point to their
dynamical origin. However, the mass ratios of GW151226,
q ≥ 0.28, and LVT151012, q ≥ 0.24, are not well deter-
mined, and q ¼ 1 cannot be ruled out for either event.
Similarly, spin measurements, which point to a moderate
degree of net spin alignment with the orbital angular
momentum for GW151226, χeff ¼ 0.21þ0.20

−0.10 , cannot be
used to distinguish formation channels. On the other hand,
a zero effective spin is ruled out for GW151226; the data
indicate that at least one of the merging black holes must
have been spinning with a > 0.2 at the 99% credible level.
The inferred GW151226 merger luminosity distance of

DL ¼ 440þ180
−190Mpc, corresponding to a merger redshift of

z ¼ 0.09þ0.03
−0.04 , is similar to that of GW150914; in contrast,

LVT151012 merged about a factor of 2 further away, at
DL ¼ 1000þ500

−500Mpc, or z ¼ 0.20þ0.09
−0.09. Both are consistent

with either a relatively recent formation followed by a
prompt merger or formation in the early Universe with a
significant time delay between formation and merger.
The BBH merger rate inferred from the full analysis of

all O1 triggers, R ¼ 9–240 Gpc−3 yr−1, is consistent with
the rate inferred from the first 16 days of the O1 run [42].
The full O1 merger rate can be used to update the estimate
of the energy density ΩGW in the stochastic gravitational-
wave background from unresolvable BBH mergers,
improving on early results in Ref. [190]. Using the

FIG. 12. The posterior distribution for α in Eq. (7) using the
inferred masses for our three most significant triggers,
GW150914, LVT151012, and GW151226. The vertical line
indicates the value of α ¼ 2.35 that corresponds to the power-
law mass distribution used to infer the rate of BBH coalescence.
This value is fully consistent with the posterior, which allows a
broad range of possible values with a median and 90% credible
interval of α ¼ 2.5þ1.5

−1.6 .
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GW150914: Binary BH Astrophysics

• First Binary BH system 
• Heaviest stellar-mass Black Holes (>~ 25 Msun)8

Weak wind

Strong wind

Figure 1. Left: dependence of maximum BH mass on metallicity Z, with Z� = 0.02 for the old (strong) and new (weak) massive
star winds (Figure 3 from Belczynski et al. 2010a). Right: compact-remnant mass as a function of zero-age main-sequence
(ZAMS; i.e., initial) progenitor mass for a set of different (absolute) metallicity values (Figure 6 from Spera et al. 2015). The
masses of GW150914 are indicated by the horizontal bands.

garding convective overshooting and resultant mixing (Jones351

et al. 2015). Finally, Fryer et al. (2012) and Spera et al.352

(2015) investigate how basic properties of the supernova ex-353

plosion might affect remnant masses at different metallicities.354

They show that remnant masses in excess of ' 12M� at Z�355

(' 30M� at 1/100 Z�) are formed through complete col-356

lapse of their progenitors. Therefore, the masses of BHs in357

“heavy” BBH mergers only carry information about the evo-358

lution leading up to the collapse and not about the supernova359

mechanism.360

The measured masses of the merging BHs in GW150914361

show that stellar-mass BHs as massive as 32M� (the lower362

limit on the more massive BH at 90% credible level) can form363

in nature. Given our current understanding of BH forma-364

tion from massive stars, using the latest stellar wind, rota-365

tion, and metallicity models, we conclude that the GW150914366

BBH most likely formed in a low-metallicity environment: be-367

low '1/2Z� and possibly below ' 1/4Z� (Belczynski et al.368

2010a; Mapelli et al. 2013; Spera et al. 2015).369

It is, in principle, possible that “heavy” BHs are formed370

through indirect paths that do not require low metallicity, but371

we consider this very unlikely. For example, the formation of372

“heavy” BHs through the dynamical mergers of lower-mass373

BHs with massive stars in young clusters has been consid-374

ered. However, these models adopt the optimistic assumption375

that in such mergers, even for grazing collisions, all the mass376

is retained, leading to significant BH-mass growth (Mapelli &377

Zampieri 2014; Ziosi et al. 2014). Stellar collisions in dense378

stellar environments (see Portegies Zwart et al. 1999) could379

potentially produce stars massive enough to form “heavy”380

BHs; but these objects are also subject to strong winds and381

intense mass loss unless they are stars of low metallicity382

(Glebbeek et al. 2009). Finally, formation of “heavy” BHs383

from the mergers of lower-mass BHs in clusters is unlikely384

because most dynamically formed merging BBHs are ejected385

from the host cluster before merger (Rodriguez et al. 2015,386

see their Figure 2).387

3.3. BBH Masses from Isolated Binary Systems388

The fact that the majority of massive stars are members of389

binary systems with a roughly flat mass-ratio distribution390

(Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Sana et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al.391

2014) provides the opportunity for BBH formation in isolated392

binary systems. In that case, the masses of BHs depend not393

only on the initial mass of the star and metallicity, but also on394

any binary interactions. The development of binary popula-395

tion models focused on the formation of double compact ob-396

jects goes back to Kornilov & Lipunov (1983) and Dewey &397

Cordes (1987), but the first population models to account for398

BBH formation appeared a decade later starting with Tutukov399

& Yungel’son (1993). Several groups have explored differ-400

ent aspects of BBH formation from isolated binaries at vary-401

ing levels of detail (many reviewed by Kalogera et al. 2007;402

Vanbeveren 2009; Postnov & Yungelson 2014). Models find403

that BBH formation typically progresses through the follow-404

ing steps: (i) stable mass transfer between two massive stars,405

although potentially non-conservative (i.e., with mass and406

angular-momentum losses from the binary), (ii) the first core-407

collapse and BH formation event, (iii) a second mass trans-408

fer phase that is dynamically unstable leading to inspiral in409

a common envelope (in which the first BH potentially grows410

slightly in mass; O’Shaughnessy et al. 2005a), (iv) the second411

core-collapse event leading to BBH formation, and (v) inspi-412

ral due to GW emission and merger. Dominik et al. (2012)413

find that the vast majority of BBH mergers follow this evo-414

lutionary path: 99% at solar metallicity and 90% at 0.1Z�.415

Z < 1/2 solar

Belczynski et al. 2010 Spera et al. 2015

The LVC, ApJL, published, arxiv/1602.03846
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Figure 1. Left: dependence of maximum BH mass on metallicity Z, with Z� = 0.02 for the old (strong) and new (weak) massive
star winds (Figure 3 from Belczynski et al. 2010a). Right: compact-remnant mass as a function of zero-age main-sequence
(ZAMS; i.e., initial) progenitor mass for a set of different (absolute) metallicity values (Figure 6 from Spera et al. 2015). The
masses of GW150914 are indicated by the horizontal bands.
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BBH Formation from Isolated Binaries

Belczynski et al. 2016a,b
Fig. 1. Example of a specific binary evolution leading to the formation of a BH-BH merger
similar to GW150914 in mass and time. A massive binary star (96 + 60 M⊙) is formed in the
distant past (2 billion years after Big Bang; z ∼ 3.2) and after five million years of evolution
forms a BH-BH system (37 + 31 M⊙). For the ensuing 10.3 billion years this BH-BH system
is subject to angular momentum loss, with the orbital separation steadily decreasing, until the
black holes coalesce at redshift z = 0.09. This example binary formed in a low metallicity
environment (Z = 3% Z⊙). 27
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Fig. 7.— The distribution of chirp masses of coalescing DCOs for the standard model. The average chirp masses for
NS-NS and BH-NS systems are ∼ 1.1 M⊙ and 3.2 M⊙, respectively, for both submodels and metallicities. The average
chirp mass for BH-BH systems, for Z⊙, is ∼ 6.7 M⊙ for both submodels. For 0.1 Z⊙ the masses are 13.2–9.7 M⊙ for
submodel A and B, respectively. The maximum chirp mass increases with metallicity as wind mass loss rates decrease,
allowing for the formation of heavier BHs (see Belczynski et al. (2010b) and Section 4.1).
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Fig. 1.— A schematic representation of the implications of “nor-
mal” versus chemically homogeneous evolution in a close binary
system. The e�ects of enhanced mixing cause the star to shrink in-
side its Roche lobe instead of expanding, and avoid a large amount
of mass loss. This evolutionary path can, in principle, lead to the
formation of massive stellar black holes in a close binary system.
Figure adapted from de Mink et al. (2008).

known to date. The stars in this system are found to

be too hot and compact for their dynamically inferred

masses. If these parameters are derived correctly, they

defy the predictions of non-rotating models. Enhanced

mixing processes provide a natural explanation for this

system. The stars in this system are two of the best can-

didates identified so far for undergoing chemically homo-

geneous evolution.

Further hints come from the integrated light of Lyman-

break galaxies. Eldridge & Stanway (2012) compare their

population synthesis models with the observed strengths

of He II⁄1640 Å and C IV⁄1548, 1551 Å spectral lines of

Lyman-break galaxy spectra at z≥2 ≠ 3. They can only

fit the spectra of the lowest-metallicity sources by boost-

ing the He II emission line by including chemically ho-

mogeneously evolving stars produced in binary systems.

Stanway et al. (2014) draw the same conclusion based on

the [OIII]/H emission line ratios in low-mass star forming

galaxies at subsolar metallicity. Also, Szécsi et al. (2015)

argue that chemically-homogeneously evolving stars may

provide an explanation for the He II ionizing photon flux

in I Zw 18 and other low-metallicity He II galaxies.

These studies cannot be considered as satisfactory

proof of the chemically homogeneous evolution scenario,

but justify speculating about its possible implications

with the aim of identifying further opportunities to test

this scenario.

2.5. Chemically homogeneous evolution in binary
systems

High stellar spins can be achieved in binary systems

as a result of spin-up by mass accretion (Packet 1981;

Cantiello et al. 2007; de Mink et al. 2013) or tidal spin-

up in very close binary systems (Zahn 1989; Izzard et al.

2004; Detmers et al. 2008; de Mink et al. 2009). In

the latter systems, when tides synchronize the stellar ro-

tation rates with the orbital revolution, the conditions

for chemically homogenous evolution can be reached.

de Mink et al. (2008, 2009) demonstrated this possibil-

ity with binary evolutionary calculations adopting the

same assumptions as Yoon et al. (2006) and Brott et al.

(2011a), respectively, for the rotationally induced mixing

processes.

This can lead to surprising e�ects. The classical mod-

els predict that the two stars in very close binaries come

in contact soon after the onset of Roche-lobe overflow

and are expected to merge. The possibility of chemically

homogeneous evolution changes this classic picture, lead-

ing to a type of evolution referred to as Case M by de

Mink et al. (2009) to emphasize the role of mixing; this is

illustrated in Figure 1. The two stars slowly shrink inside

their Roche lobe as they become more and more helium

rich. Over the course of the main sequence they stay

within but close to their Roche lobes. When no more

hydrogen is left in the center, the stars fully contract to

form a massive double helium star binary, without ever

overfilling their Roche lobes and initiating mass transfer,

preventing both severe mass loss and possible merger.

The rotational rates required for chemically homoge-

nous evolution, 20-30% of the Keplerian velocity (see

subsection 2.3), can be achieved in very close tidally

locked binary systems. In a tidally locked binary sys-

tem, where the nearly equal-mass stars are close to filling

their Roche lobe, synchronized spins correspond to about

a third of the Keplerian rotational velocity. This means

that there should be a small parameter-space window

for chemically homogenous evolution in tidally locked bi-

nary systems. This assumes that the mixing processes in

tidally locked binaries are at least as e�cient as they

are in single stars. Detailed simulations of such systems

were presented initially by de Mink et al. (2009) and later

by Song et al. (2013, 2015); Marchant et al. (2016).

In Fig. 2 we visualize the parameter space in a dia-

gram similar to the one first presented in de Mink et al.

(2008). The short-period systems would already overflow

their Roche lobes at zero age, and are therefore excluded.

For wide-period systems, tidal synchronization results in

spin periods that are too low for chemically homogeneous

evolution, and we expect the stars to evolve normally.

We find a small window for stars with masses & 40M§
and orbital periods between ≥ 1.5 and ≥ 2.5 days, which

permits chemically homogeneous evolution.

2.6. The role of stellar winds: mass loss and angular
momentum loss

At the metallicities of interest for this channel, Z .
0.004, the radiatively driven winds are strongly reduced

as predicted by Vink et al. (2000, 2001) and empirically

verified by Mokiem et al. (2007). However, given the

brightness and high temperatures that the homogeneous

stars reach, stellar wind mass loss can not be neglected.

Stellar wind mass loss and its associated uncertainties

will a�ect our results in several ways. Most importantly

wind mass loss reduces the masses and a�ects the final

orbit. Both will in turn a�ect the predicted time needed

for the final merger as well as the final masses of the com-
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Fig. 8.— Cumulative merger rate (solid red) and formation rate
(dashed blue) of Case M binary black holes in the Universe up to
the specified redshift z, per year as measured by an observer at
z = 0.
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Fig. 9.— Contribution of individual Monte Carlo simulated bi-
naries to the local merger rate, by chirp mass and time delay.

comparable mass ratios; there are no binaries of interest
with q < 0.5 and 70% of mergers come from sources with
q > 0.75.

7. DISCUSSION OF UNCERTAINTIES IN THE MODEL

Our predictions for binary black hole mergers originat-
ing from the chemically homogeneous formation scenario
are a�ected by several major uncertainties. The predic-
tions are not sensitive to the poorly understood Roche-
lobe overflow and common envelope phases, which are
crucial in the standard isolated binary black hole for-
mation scenario. They are, however, quite sensitive to
the uncertain internal mixing processes and several other
model assumptions. We highlight the main ones below.
A summary is given in Table 1.

7.1. Conditions for chemically homogeneous evolution
Whether mixing processes in rotating stars are e�-

cient enough to trigger chemically homogeneous evolu-
tion is a matter of debate (see subsection 2.3). There are
hints coming from observations, but they remain incon-
clusive so far (see subsection 2.4). The model predictions
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. The color
denotes the rate of mergers in each bin of width 10 M§ in total
mass space and height 0.05 in q space.

all arise from 1D models, whose predictive power in the
regime of these rapid rotation rates is limited. Di�erent
models of rotating stars have been produced by following
di�erent theoretical frameworks and assumption. They
di�er, for example, in whether the mixing processes are
treated as a di�usive process or whether the advective
nature of meridional circulation is accounted for (cf. En-
dal & Sofia 1976; Zahn 1992). They also di�er in whether
or not angular momentum transport by magnetic fields
is included. As a general trend, the conditions for homo-
geneous evolution are obtained more easily, i.e., at lower
rotation rates, when the Spruit-Tayler dynamo (Spruit
2002) is adopted, which is the case in the models by Yoon
et al. (2006) on which we have based our simulations.

After the submission of this work, a study by Marchant
et al. (2016) became available, exploring the parame-
ter space for chemically homogeneous evolution with the
MESA code (Paxton et al. 2015). The window for chemi-
cally homogeneous evolution obtained by Marchant et al.
(2016) is shifted to shorter periods (they include systems
that start as over-contact binaries at zero-age) and higher
masses. Marchant et al. (2016) also find a stronger pref-
erence for lower metallicity.

The threshold for chemically homogeneous evolution
depends on several uncertain assumptions: in particular
the role of the mean molecular weight gradient in in-
hibiting the mixing processes and the inclusion of other
processes for internal angular momentum transport such
as by internal magnetic fields. The window for this sce-
nario in the initial binary parameter space and its metal-
licity dependence is therefore very uncertain. It should
be questioned whether the window opens up at all.

As one model alternative, we consider a more conser-
vative fit through the data of Yoon et al. (2006) than
described in subsection 4.3 (Model Alternative 1 in Ta-
ble 1). In this variation, we set the minimum Êc for
chemically homogeneous evolution to

Êc =
I

0.25 + 3.2 ◊ 10≠4

1
m

M§
≠ 46

2
2

for m < 46M§,

0.25 for m Ø 46M§.

This more stringent requirement on the minimal rota-
tional frequency roughly halves the parameter space win-

Mandel & de Mink 2016
de Mink & Mandel 2016
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the binary stellar evolution leading to a BH+BH
merger with a high chirp mass. The initial metallicity is Z�/50, the
masses of the stars in solar masses are indicated with red numbers, and
the orbital periods in days are given as black numbers. A phase of con-
tact near the ZAMS causes mass exchange. Acronyms used in the fig-
ure. ZAMS: zero-age main sequence; TAMS: termination of hydrogen
burning; He-star: helium star; SN: supernova; GRB: gamma-ray burst;
BH: black hole.

We stop all but three (see Sect. 3.8) of our binary-evolution
models at a time when the stars end core helium burning since
their fate is settled at that time, and the binary orbit will essen-
tially not change any more until the first stellar collapse occurs
(3rd stage in Figure 2).

3.3. Final binary configurations

Figure 4 summarizes the distribution of the final total system
masses as a function of their final orbital period for those mod-
els in our grid which succeeded in producing close pairs of he-
lium stars. Since the initial binary periods have to be very short
in order to enforce the rapid rotation required for homogeneous
evolution, the final properties lie in a narrow strip for each metal-
licity, but these are distinctly di↵erent for di↵erent metallici-
ties. For the highest considered masses, this is mainly due to
the metallicity dependence of the stellar wind mass loss which
has the e↵ect of widening the systems and reducing the mass of
the stars, thus producing systems with longer orbital periods and
lower masses at higher metallicity.

Figure 4 also indicates the merger times for these systems,
assuming that the masses and periods do not change in the black-
hole formation process (cf., Sect. 3.9). All models with Z�/4 and
all but the lowest-mass ones with Z�/10 produce binaries which

Fig. 3. Example of a grid of binary systems (initial orbital period versus
initial primary mass) with Z = Z�/50 and qi = 1. Models that reached
a point where one of the stars has a di↵erence between the surface
and central helium abundance of more than 0.2 are considered not to
be evolving chemically homogeneously and their calculation is stopped
(pink color). The region where the initial orbital period is small enough
as to have L2 overflow at the ZAMS is marked in black, while those
systems that reach L2 overflow during the main sequence are marked in
green. Systems marked in blue successfully form double helium stars.
Single hatching marks systems which experience contact during the
main sequence, while doubly hatched ones are in an overcontact phase
already at the ZAMS.

are too wide to lead to black-hole mergers within a Hubble time.
The more metal-poor models, on the other hand, produce very
tight He-star binaries below as well as above the mass regime
where pair-instability supernovae (PISNe) are expected to lead to
the complete disruption of the stars rather than the formation of
black holes (Heger & Woosley 2002; Chatzopoulos & Wheeler
2012).

The trend of shorter merger times for lower metallicities is
expected to continue towards the lowest metallicities found in
the Universe. As stellar wind mass loss becomes more and more
negligible, the initial stellar radii determine the smallest possible
orbital periods. As an example, stars of 60 M� have ZAMS radii
of 12 R�, 10.5 R�, 10 R�, and 3.5 R�, at Z = Z�, Z�/10, Z�/50
and Z = 0, respectively. This implies that the merger times for
the lowest metallicities, in particular for Population III stars, be-
come extremely short. While the expected number of such ob-
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Fig. 4. Total masses and orbital periods at core helium depletion for
systems with qi = 1 at four di↵erent metallicities. Dashed lines are
for constant merger times assuming direct collapse into a black hole,
and the shaded region indicates the mass range at which PISNe would
occur, resulting in the total disruption of the stars instead of black-hole
formation. The colored bands represent for each metallicity the relative
number of objects formed.

jects is small, this opens the exciting possibility of eventually
observing primordial black hole mergers at high redshift.

3.4. Mass distribution and mass-ratios

Figure 5 shows the predicted intrinsic chirp-mass distribution for
BH+BH mergers for our di↵erent metallicity grids, again assum-
ing no mass loss in the BH-formation process. The most promi-
nent feature is the prediction of a clear gap in this distribution,
which occurs because systems which would otherwise populate
this gap do not appear since the stars explode as pair-instability
supernovae without leaving a stellar remnant. The BH progeni-
tors in the systems above the gap also become pair unstable, but
the explosive burning can not reverse the collapse which leads
straight to the formation of a black hole (Heger & Woosley 2002;
Langer 2012).

There is a strong general trend towards higher chirp masses
with decreasing metallicity. At the lowest metallicity (Z =
Z�/50) we produce also BHs above the PISN gap. While ob-
viously their number is smaller than the number of BH systems
below the gap, they may still be significant as the amplitude of
the gravitational-wave signal is a strong function of the chirp
mass (cf. Sect. 4).

As indicated in Fig. 5, the vast majority of merging sys-
tems have passed through a contact phase. Since both stars are
relatively unevolved when they undergo contact, these contact
phases result in mass transfer back and forth until a mass-ratio
q ' 1 is achieved. This is depicted in Figure 6, where final mass-
ratios are shown for systems with qi = 0.9, 0.8 and Z = Z�/50.
For each mass-ratio, two distinct branches are visible, corre-
sponding to systems that undergo contact and evolve to q ' 1,
and systems that avoid contact altogether. Owing to the strong
dependence of mass-loss rates with mass, at high masses, even
systems that avoid contact altogether evolve towards q = 1.

Mandel & de Mink (2016) model this channel without in-
cluding contact systems and find an important number of bina-
ries forming double BHs from progenitors below the PISN gap,
with final mass-ratios in the range of 0.6 to 1, reflecting just a
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Fig. 5. Stacked distribution of chirp masses of BH+BH systems formed
at di↵erent metallicities, such that they merge in less than 13.8 Gyr. The
contribution from each metallicity is scaled assuming a flat distribution
in Z. At very short periods, systems are already at contact at the ZAMS.

Fig. 6. Mass-ratios of BH+BH systems resulting from our modelled
systems for qi = 0.9 and qi = 0.8 and a metallicity Z = Z�/50 under
the assumption that no mass is lost during collapse. The shaded region
indicates the limits for the occurrence of PISNe.

small shift from the initial mass-ratio distribution due to mass
loss. However, Mandel & de Mink (2016) do not perform de-
tailed stellar evolution calculations. They check whether their
binary components underfill their Roche-radii at the ZAMS, and
then assume that this will remain so in the course of the quasi-
homogeneous evolution of both stars. When considered in detail,
however, in particular the more massive and more metal-rich
stars undergo some expansion during core hydrogen burning,
even on the quasi-homogeneous path (Brott et al. 2011; Köh-
ler et al. 2015; Szécsi et al. 2015), likely due to the increase
of their luminosity-to-mass-ratio and the related approach to the
Eddington limit (Sanyal et al. 2015). As a result, the vast major-
ity of the binaries considered by Mandel & de Mink (2016) enter
contact when computed in detail. Therefore, our final mass-ratio
distribution is much more strongly biased towards q = 1.
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Figure 2: The distribution of BBH total masses from GCs. In gray, we show the distribution
of all mergers that occur at z < 0.5 (for GCs that form at z ' 3.5), while in blue we show
the distribution of sources detectable with Advanced LIGO in its current state. The median and
90% credible regions for the total mass of GW150914 are shown in red (7). We also show the
gravitational-wave trigger, LVT151012, in purple (where we have computed the median and
credible regions by assuming an equal-mass binary and combining the uncertainties from the
chirp and component masses in (12)).

results indicate that the median total mass of a BBH detectable by Advanced LIGO is ⇠ 49M�,

with 50% of sources lying between ⇠ 39M� and ⇠ 62M�, and 90% of sources between 29M�

and 89M�. Integrating over this mass distribution, we find that during its first observing run,

Advanced LIGO could have expected to detect anywhere from 0.5 to 8 BBH mergers from GCs

per year, with a realistic estimate of 2 mergers per year. This is consistent with the estimated

merger rate densities from (3), which found a range of 2 to 20 Gpc�3yr�1 and a realistic rate

of 5 Gpc�3yr�1. Of course, this estimate only considers the contribution from GCs that have

survived to the present day, neglecting any contribution from the significant number of GCs that

have likely disrupted before 12 Gyr (14).

With this information, we conclude that GW150914 is consistent with dynamical formation
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FIG. 8. Percentage of sources in a given mass range as a function of redshift, computed from a sample containing 10 weighted
draws of inspirals from our models. The sources are divided into bins with width �z = 0.1. The solid white line represents the
median mass at a given redshift, while the blue, green, and red intervals show the mass range containing 50%, 80%, and 99%
of all inspirals at that redshift. We separate the two component masses, with component 1 greater than component 2. We also
show GW150914 and LVT151012, in magenta and teal respectively. The component BH masses of GW150914 are consistent
with the high-mass end of the BBH mass distribution (the 80% region), while LVT151014 lies nearly at the median total mass
of merging BBHs.

inspirals (total mass > 100M�) merge soon after GC for-
mation, between z = 4 and z = 3. After these BBHs are
ejected, the cluster moves on to less massive BBHs with
longer inspiral times. These sources (with total masses
from 30M� to 60M�) form the predominant population
of BBHs detectable in the present day.

The plateaus in the chirp mass, total mass, and com-
ponent mass distributions are primarily determined by
the maximum BH mass at each metallicity, which is in
turn determined by the wind-driven mass loss from the
Vink prescription (Figure 6). For the highest metallic-
ity models (Z = 0.25Z�), this yields a large population
of 30M� BHs, which in turn forms a large population
of equal-mass BBHs with a total mass of 60M�. For
the Z = 0.05Z� clusters, this yields a smaller collec-
tion of sources with a total mass of 110M�. However,
for the lowest-metallicity models (Z = 0.01Z�) there is
no apparent collection of sources at 160M� as might be
expected.

This behavior can again be explained by the wind-
driven mass loss. Each model begins with an identical
distribution of stars drawn from (1). For the highest-
metallicity models, the mass-loss from these winds brings
all stars with birth masses from ⇠ 80M� to ⇠ 150M�
down to a final progenitor mass of ⇠ 30M� to ⇠ 35M�
before the supernova occurs. Essentially, this truncates
a large section of the high-mass end of the IMF to a
single BH mass; however, for lower-metallicity models,
the decreased e�ciency of the stellar winds means a
lower number of high-mass stars are being converted into
maximum-mass BHs, essentially spreading out the high-
mass stars over a wider range of BH masses. The num-
ber of maximum-mass BHs between each of our mod-
els decreases by roughly a factor of 5 between each of
our metallicitiy bins. This also yields a higher num-
ber of inspirals with unequal-mass components for lower-
metallicity models, which we discuss in the next section.
We also show in Figure 7 the masses and 90%
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Figure 1. t
delay

vs M
tot

(top) and M
chirp

(bottom) for BBH
mergers from clusters modeled with di↵erent metallicities.
Black (circle), blue (plus), red (square), green (triangle-up),
orange (triangle-down), purple (triangle-left), and magenta
(triangle-right) denote clusters modeled with Z/Z� = 0.005,
0.025, 0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, respectively. Merging
BBHs from lower-metallicity clusters are more massive, a
consequence of the Z-dependence of the BH mass function
at formation (e.g., Belczynski et al. 2010). Heavier merg-
ing BBHs have shorter t

delay

for any metallicity, a conse-
quence of how BHs are dynamically processed inside clusters
and the mass dependence of the inspiral time via GW ra-
diation from a given initial separation (Peters 1964). Early
(t

delay

. 100Myr) mergers come from systems where both
BH progenitors were in a primordial binary. The apparent
over-density of mergers at specific BBH masses for a given
metallicity is due to spikes in the BH mass function at forma-
tion, expected from state-of-the-art progenitor-to-remnant
mass relation (Belczynski et al. 2010).

adopt

SFR(z) = 0.015
(1 + z)2.7

1 + {(a+ z)/2.9}5.6
M�Mpc�3yr�1

(1)
(Madau & Dickinson 2014). SFR(z) peaks at z ' 2
(look-back time t

lb

' 10Gyr), and decreases by a factor
of 5 from its peak value by z = 0.24 (t

lb

' 3Gyr) and
z = 5.4 (t

lb

' 12Gyr). The mean metallicity, Z, is given

by

log Z(z) = K+log

✓
y(1�R)

⇢b

Z
20

z

97.8⇥ 1010SFR(z0)

H
0

E(z0)(1 + z0)
dz0

◆

(2)
(Belczynski et al. 2016a, their Eq. 2). R = 0.27 is the
mass fraction of a generation of stars that remixes into
the interstellar medium, y = 0.019 is the net metal pro-
duction, ⇢b = 2.77 ⇥ 1011⌦bh

2

0

M�Mpc�3 is the baryon
density, and E(z) =

p
⌦M (1 + z)3 + ⌦k(1 + z)2 + ⌦

⇤

.
1 We adopt normalization constant K = 1.30749 to
obtain Z = 0.001 and 0.02 for t

lb

' 12 and 5Gyr, re-
spectively, guided by the typical ages and metallicities
of the GGCs and the Sun. The exact adopted value of
K (within constraints) does not a↵ect our results signif-
icantly.
The probability distribution function (PDF) for z

form

of a given metallicity Z0 is,

f(z)
Z

0 =

Z
1.1Z0

Z=0.9Z0

Z
20

z0
=0

SFR(z0)f 0(Z)z0dz0dZ, (3)

where, f 0(Z)z is assumed to be lognormal with � = 0.5
dex and mean= Z(z), given by Eq. 2 (Belczynski et al.
2016a). We evaluate f(z)

Z

0 in the following way. We
randomly generate 105 redshift values between 0 and 20
weighted by SFR(z) (Eq. 1). For each draw of redshift
we calculate Z and randomly generate 102 metallicity
values from f 0(Z)z. Thus we generate a database of 107

redshift-metallicity pairs. We then collect all redshift
values corresponding to metallicities within Z0

± 0.1Z0.
f(z)

Z

0 is then obtained from these selected redshift val-
ues using a gaussian kernel density estimator (KDE)
with bandwidth determined by Scott’s method (Scott
1992). We find that f(z)

Z

can be distributed across a
large range in redshift, especially for clusters with low
metallicities. Furthermore, due to the sharp peak of
SFR(z) at z ' 2, the modes of f(z)

Z

, even for the high-
est metallicities we consider, are pushed towards z = 2
(Fig. 2, Table 1).

3.2. Properties of BBH mergers within 0  z  1

We take 500 random draws of z
form

from f(z)
Z

0 (Eq.
3; Fig. 2) for clusters of a given metallicity, Z0. For each
model of a particular metallicity and for each draw of
z
form

we map the window of interest for BBH merger
redshifts, �z (e.g., 0  z  1), to the corresponding
window in t

delay

, and collect all BBH mergers within
�z. This essentially acts as a sliding window of selection
of BBH mergers within �z from a cluster based on the
distribution of that cluster’s formation times. We create
a multi-dimensional (redshift, Mp, and Ms) PDF from
the selected BBH mergers from all cluster models of a
given set of initial properties. We then draw a sample
of 105 BBH mergers from this PDF to investigate the

1 We assume standard cosmological values: ⌦b = 0.045, h
0

=
0.7, ⌦

⇤

= 0.7, ⌦M = 0.3, ⌦k = 0, and H
0

= 70 km s�1Mpc�1.

Rodriguez et al. 2017
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Fig. 6.— Mass of merging BH binaries for a range of cluster masses which could represent typical GCs (upper panels) or NSCs (lower
panels) as a function of redshift. Evolution proceeds from right to left. We assume here that all clusters formed 12 Gyr ago. The uniform
spin model described in Section 2.4 was adopted. Open blue circles are systems the are retained inside the cluster after merging. Note how
almost all mergers occurring inside low mass clusters are promptly ejected, while for Mcl = 0.5� 5⇥ 107M� many of the inspiraling BHs
are expected to be retained inside the cluster.

al. 2003). For NSCs the initial mass function is largely
unknown. Here we take the IMF of NSCs directly from
the mass distribution of NSCs at z = 2 from the galaxy
formation models of Antonini et al. (2015b) (their Figure
10). These models produce a mass distribution at z = 0
that is consistent with the observed NSC mass distribu-
tion from Georgiev et al. (2016). We note that here we
might be underestimating the number of massive merg-
ers from NSCs occurring at low redshift because we have
assumed that these systems are as old as Galactic GCs.
In fact, while most NSCs appear to be dominated by old
stellar components they are also known to have a com-
plex star formation history and to contain young stellar
populations which can produce high mass mergers also at
later times (we will come back to this point below). It is
also possible that a large fraction of the NSC stars accu-
mulated gradually in time by infalling globular clusters
that decayed to the center through dynamical friction.
If this process is the main mechanism for NSC forma-
tion, then NSCs and GCs will comprise similar stellar
populations (Antonini 2014).
Table 1 shows that our models predict a few thousands

BH mergers per NSC over 12 Gyr of evolution. This
expectation also appears to be consistent with previous

estimates (Portegies Zwart & McMillan 2000; Miller &
Lauburg 2009). In addition, NSCs produce between 50 to
⇡ 500 BH mergers with high mass > 50M� at z < 0.3 de-
pending on the BH spin magnitudes and assumed metal-
licities distribution of the underlining stellar population.
Our GC models produce only a few mergers per cluster
within z < 0.3 and total mass > 50 M�. These massive
binaries are found to form only in the most massive GCs
(Mcl & 106M�) of low metallicity.
The number of massive mergers at low redshift is also

sensitive to the spin magnitude distribution we assume.
For high spin models, a smaller number of BHs are re-
tained in the clusters compared to the uniform spin mod-
els. Consequently, high spin models produce fewer high
mass BH mergers at low redshift compared to models
that assume low spins. However, in either spin models a
number of inspiraling BH binaries with mass & 50 M� is
found to merge at low redshift. Finally, Table 1 gives the
number of BH mergers that are retained inside the clus-
ter. Between 10 and 20 percent of high mass (> 50 M�)
mergers occurring in NSCs at z < 1 are retained inside
the cluster enabling the formation of even more massive
BH mergers.
The results presented in this section suggest that NSCs

12 Antonini and Rasio

Fig. 7.— Same as Figure 6 but for Z = 0.25 Z�.

are a natural environment for producing BH mergers that
are observable by aLIGO detectors. In addition to this,
NSCs can form high mass BH binaries, and mergers with
mass consistent with that of GW150914 also in relatively
high metallicity environments. The implications of our
results are discussed in more detail in the following sec-
tion.

4. IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Our study shows that a multitude of BH binary merg-
ers can be produced at the center of galaxies where NSCs
reside. In the following we derive an approximate ex-
pected detection rate from the results of our models and
discuss some implications for possible aLIGO detections
of these mergers over the next decade. Finally we dis-
cuss the production of BH mergers in NSCs hosting a
central MBH, and the possibility of a continues supply
of BH-binaries in NSCs through episodic and/or contin-
uous star formation.

4.1. Detection rate estimates

Here we use results from semi-analytical galaxy for-
mation models to derive an expected MBH occupation
fraction in NSCs and use this as well as the results of
the cluster semi-analytical models presented in this pa-
per to make predictions about the merger rate of BH
binaries produced in NSCs. We also consider the merger

rates from GCs and compare these to estimates made in
former studies.
To compute the aLIGO merger rate of BH binaries per

unit volume we use the following expression:

�NSC
aLIGO = ngx�mergefnucleated (21)

where ngx is the number density of galaxies, �merge is
the averaged merger rate of BH binaries per cluster that
merge within the observable volume, and fnucleated is the
fraction of galaxies which host a NSC but do not have a
MBH.
While observations show that NSCs and MBHs coexist

in some galaxies, and that NSCs exist in most galaxies,
fnucleated remains largely unconstrained. Here we use
the results of semi-analytical galaxy formation models
that follow the cosmological evolution of galaxies, their
MBHs and NSCs. These galaxy formation models are
described in Barausse (2012), Antonini et al. (2015a)
and Antonini et al. (2015b). Figure 8 shows the frac-
tion of galaxies in these models that contain a NSC but
do not host a MBH. These models predict that the num-
ber of galaxies hosting a NSC but without a MBH is
quite large, being fnucleated & 0.5 for galaxies with to-
tal mass MGx . 1011 M� regardless of galaxy type.
Based on Figure 8 we adopt here a conservative value of
fnucleated = 0.5, and adopt a number density of galaxies
of 0.02 Mpc�3 (e.g., Conselice et al. 2005; Kopparapu et
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FIG. 4. Posterior probability densities of the masses, spins and distance to the three events GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226. For the
two dimensional distributions, the contours show 50% and 90% credible regions. Top left: component masses msource

1 and msource
2 for the three

events. We use the convention that msource
1 � msource

2 , which produces the sharp cut in the two-dimensional distribution. For GW151226 and
LVT151012, the contours follow lines of constant chirp mass (M source = 8.9+0.3

�0.3 M� and M source = 15.1+1.4
�1.1 M� respectively). In all three

cases, both masses are consistent with being black holes. Top right: The mass and dimensionless spin magnitude of the final black holes.
Bottom left: The effective spin and mass ratios of the binary components. Bottom right: The luminosity distance to the three events.

a greater impact upon the inspiral. We find that smaller spins
are favoured, and place 90% credible bounds on the primary
spin a1  0.7 for GW150914, a1  0.7 for LVT151012, and
a1  0.8 for GW151226. In the case of GW151226, we infer
that at least one of the components has a spin of � 0.2 at the
99% credible level.

While the individual component spins are poorly con-
strained, there are combinations that can be better inferred.
The effective spin ceff, as defined in Equation 6, is a mass-
weighted combination of the spins parallel to the orbital an-
gular momentum [71–73]. It is +1 when both the spins are
maximal and parallel to the angular momentum, �1 when
both spins are maximal and antiparallel to the angular mo-
mentum, and 0 when there is no net mass-weighted aligned
spin. Systems with positive ceff complete more cycles when
inspiralling from a given orbital separation than those with
negative ceff [70, 110]. While ceff has a measurable effect
on the inspiral, this is degenerate with that of the mass ratio
as illustrated for the lower mass inspiral-dominated signals in
Fig. 4.

Observations for all three events are consistent with small
values of the effective spin: |ceff|  0.17, 0.28 and 0.35 at
90% probability for GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226
respectively. This indicates that large parallel spins aligned or
antialigned with the orbital angular momentum are disfavored.

It may be possible to place tighter constraints on each com-
ponent’s spin by using waveforms that include the full effects
of precession [39]. This will be investigated in future analy-
ses.

All three events have final black holes with spins of ⇠ 0.7,
as expected for mergers of similar-mass black holes [111,
112]. The final spin is dominated by the orbital angular mo-
mentum of the binary at merger. Consequently, it is more pre-
cisely constrained than the component spins and is broadly
similar across the three events. The masses and spins of the
final black holes are plotted in Fig. 4.

The spin of the final black hole, like its mass, is calcu-
lated using fitting formulae calibrated against numerical rel-
ativity simulations. In [38] we used a formula which only in-
cluded contributions from the aligned components of the com-
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Figure 2. The distribution of spin-tilt misalignments for our field and cluster populations as a function of chirp mass. The
colors show the field population, with the solid white line indicating the median value, and the blue, green, and pink regions
showing where 50, 90, and 99% of sources lie in each 2M� bin. The distribution of cluster misalignments, evenly distributed in
sin ✓LS, is shown in black, with the solid line indicating the median, and the dashed, dot-dashed, and dotted lines showing the
50, 90, and 99% regions respectively. As we have explicitly assumed no realignment of the spins between NKs, these represent
the largest possible spin-tilts from the field (see Figure A2 for less conservative estimates). Note that all binaries above ⇠ 15M�
in the fallback prescription have zero spin-tilt misalignment, and are not shown in the plot.

position to emit a NK opposite to the direction of the
orbital velocity. However, such kicks frequently unbind
the binary, and any BBHs that survive are left with such
large orbital separations that they will not merge within
a Hubble time (consistent with Kalogera 2000).
Even when we allow for full-NS NKs independent of

BH mass, the majority of systems do not show tilts be-
yond 90�. In Figure 3, we show the fraction of BBHs
in each model that have spin-tilts greater than 90� as
a function of chirp mass. For the polar kick models,
less than 1% of binaries achieve a spin-orbit misalign-
ment of greater than 90� at any given chirp mass. For
isotropic kicks, the possibility of a spin-flip is signifi-
cantly increased, since an isotropic distribution allows
for the planar kicks required to reverse the orbital ve-
locity. However, these kick magnitudes must be on the
order of and in the opposite direction to the orbital ve-
locity. For the isotropic fallback and isotropic propor-
tional models, only 7% and 10% of the low-mass binaries

(Mc ⇠ 5M�) have su�cient kicks to flip the orbital an-
gular momentum. This fraction decreases as a function
of mass, such that the isotropic fallback model produces
no spin-orbit misalignments for Mc & 11M�, while
⇠1% of binaries with Mc ⇠ 15M� can yield ✓LS > 90�.
Only the isotropic full-NS kick model can produce sig-
nificant fractions (10-20%) of anti-aligned heavy BBHs.
For dynamically-formed binaries, 50% of all systems
show some anti-alignment of Ŝ and L̂, as expected for
systems whose angular momenta are isotropically dis-
tributed on the sphere.

4. DISCUSSION

Figure 3 illustrates a key point of this letter: for suf-
ficiently massive binaries, the most e�cient way to pro-
duce systems with spin components anti-aligned with
the orbital angular momentum is through dynamical en-
counters. Parameter estimation of the lower-mass BBH
detected by Advanced LIGO, GW151226, suggests a
chirp mass of 8.9+0.3

�0.3M� at the 90% credible level (Ab-

5

bott et al. 2016d), and shows significant evidence for
BH spins that are partially aligned with the orbital an-
gular momentum. Given the analysis here, we cannot
rule out either a field- or dynamical-formation scenario
for GW151226. On the other hand, GW150914, the
most massive BBH merger detected to date, was de-
tected with a chirp mass of 28.1+1.8

�1.5M� at 90% confi-
dence (Abbott et al. 2016c). Our results suggest that,
if a BBH similar to GW150914 were detected with a
measurably negative �e↵ , it would strongly suggest a
dynamical origin. Although parameter estimation of
GW150914 hinted at such a configuration, with a mea-
sured an aligned-spin value of �e↵ = �0.09+0.19

�0.17 at a
90% confidence, such a measurement does not defini-
tively rule out either large, in-plane spins (which would
also arise from dynamical formation) or small, aligned
spins.
For systems similar to GW150914, Figure 2 shows that

only full-NS NKs delivered in the plane of the orbit
could produce a spin-orbit misalignment greater than
90�. However, we consider such kicks to be highly un-
likely. Previous studies have indicated that such strong
NKs would reduce the BBH merger rate from dense
stellar environments by an order of magnitude (Ro-
driguez et al. 2016b), and from the field by two orders
of magnitude (Dominik et al. 2013; Belczynski et al.
2016). Even under optimistic assumptions, this would
yield a combined merger rate of BBHs in the local uni-
verse of ⇠ 7 Gpc�3yr�1, below the 90% lower-limit of
9 Gpc�3yr�1 reported from the first observing run of
Advanced LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016d). We conclude
that it is unlikely that BHs can receive such strong NKs
across all mass ranges.
It should be mentioned that recent analyses of low-

mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) in the galaxy have sug-
gested that, while most BHs are consistant with no
NKs at formation, at least a few BHs may receive NKs
as high as ⇠ 100 km/s (Podsiadlowski et al. 2002;
Willems et al. 2005; Fragos et al. 2009; Wong et al.
2012, 2014; Repetto et al. 2012; Repetto & Nelemans
2015). In particular, Repetto & Nelemans (2015) noted
that two LMXB systems, XTE J1118+48 and 0H1705-
250, must have received kicks of at least ⇠ 100 km/s
and ⇠ 450 km/s respectively to explain their current
positions in the galaxy; however, all of the NK prescrip-
tions employed here can produce kicks of this magnitude
for 5M� � 10M� BHs (see Appendix A, Figure A1),
making our results consistent with the observed posi-
tions of these LMXBs. Furthermore, it has been shown
that the estimated birth velocity of H1705-250 can be
explained by uncertainties in the observed position of
the LMXB, without the need to invoke such large NKs
(Mandel 2016).
Additionally, we have assumed that the amount of
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Figure 3. Fraction of binaries from each field model and
from clusters with �e↵ < 0 as a function of chirp mass. Since
cluster spin-tilts are distributed evenly in sin(✓LS), half of all
systems will have some component of the total spin anti-
aligned with the orbital angular momentum. For field pop-
ulations, the fraction of systems with �e↵ < 0 decreases as
a function of mass. The only exception is the field model in
which BHs are given fully-isotropic kicks similar to neutron
stars. In that case, between 10% and 20% of sources can be

partially anti-aligned with L̂, regardless of mass. The gaps
in the polar models are the result of limited samples, since
at most 1% of sources develop tilts greater than 90�.

material that falls back on the proto-compact object
will reduce the velocity of the BH via conservation of
momentum. However, it has been suggested that the
fallback of material can actually accelerate the BH to
speeds similar to neutron stars, either via asymmetric
accretion or though a gravitational “tug-boat” mecha-
nism powered by the asymmetric ejecta (Janka 2013).
However, such behavior would still only apply to BHs
that eject some amount of material. For heavy BBHs
such as GW150914, these prescriptions suggest that the
BHs would form in a direct collapse with no significant
mass ejecta (Fryer & Kalogera 2001; Belczynski et al.
2016). A direct collapse would also eliminate the pos-
sibility of an asymmetric SN altering the spin of the
compact object itself (as has been invoked to explain
the spin-misalignment of the double pulsar system PSR
J07373039, Farr et al. 2011).

5. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we explore the spin-tilt distributions
of BBHs from di↵erent formation channels. We have
shown for heavy BBH systems, such as GW150914, the
allowed range of spin-orbit misalignments that can be
produced by BH NKs is limited. Only under the ex-
treme case where BHs of all masses can recieve NKs com-
parable to NSs, can isolated stellar evolution produce
spin-tilt misalignment greater than 90�. On the other

Rodriguez et al. 2016

also 
Vitale et al. 2016
Stevenson et al. 2017
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Figure 1. Eccentricity evolution tracks as a function of GW frequency for BBHs formed both dynamically in dense stellar
environments and in isolation in galactic fields. Black lines denote BBHs ejected from GCs and green and blue lines denote
1CE and 0CE BBHs evolved in galactic fields. The lower horizontal red line denotes the measurable eccentricity (e  0.001)
for 90% (25%) of BBHs observed for T

obs

= 5 yrs (2 yrs). The upper horizontal red line shows the eccentricity (e  0.01) that
will always be measurable for any observed BBH. The grey band highlights the LISA frequency range and and the blue band
highlights the frequency range where BBHs with chirp mass M

c

& 6M� are expected to have measurable frequency evolution.
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Figure 2. Cumulative fraction of dynamically-formed
(black), 1CE (blue), and 0CE (green) BBHs with an ec-
centricity greater than a minimum eccentricity for various
points in the orbital evolution of the binaries. The left red
line denotes the measurable eccentricity (e  0.001) for 90%
(25%) of BBHs observed for T

obs

= 5 yrs (2 yrs). The right
red line shows the eccentricity (e  0.01) that will always be
measurable for any observed chirping BBH.

between the chirp mass and eccentricity of each popu-
lation. BBHs with chirp masses Mc < 10M� exclu-
sively form in isolation in galactic fields, though we note
that young, high-metallicity clusters (not included in our
models) are capable of producing BBHs with lower chirp
masses (Chatterjee et al. 2016, in prep).
If only the chirp mass of a BBH with Mc > 10M� is

observed, it is impossible to discern which population it
originated in since the chirp masses of the GC, 1CE, and
0CE populations overlap in this region. However, if the
eccentricity is also measured, the three populations can
be resolved. Fig. 3 shows the eccentricity vs chirp mass
plots of each population at fGW = 10�3 Hz. The shape
of the distributions stays constant but the eccentric-
ity decreases as the BBHs evolve to higher frequencies
through GW emission. For each population, the estima-
tion error on the chirp mass is �Mc/Mc ' 3(�ḟ/ḟ)/5
where �ḟ = 0.43(SNR/10)�1T�2

obs (Takahashi & Seto
2002). In all cases, the chirp mass estimation error is
smaller than the width of the data points.
The chirp masses of the GW150914 and GW151226

progenitors are plotted in Fig. 3. The GW150914 and

Breivik et al. 2016
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Fig. 5.— Distribution of 90% credible interval widths in M⊙

from 100 mass gap sources. The width of the mass gap is 2
M⊙, and therefore most of the BHs cannot be constrained to
fall within the gap.
revealed they were in low-probability alignments – all
with the spin of the larger mass close to the orbital plane,
and the best constrained having L⃗ nearly perpendicular
to the line of sight.

4.3. Restricting allowed spins for neutron stars

All of the results thus far presented used a uniform
prior on spin magnitude between [0, 1]. The maximum
upper limit on the spin of a NS is χ ! 0.7 while observed
NS spins are lower (Lo and Lin 2011). We investigate
if using a physical prior on NS spins can improve m2
measurement.
We resample the posterior by imposing a maximum

spin for component masses below 3 M⊙, rejecting sam-
ples from the Markov chain with χ2 > 0.7. We found
no indication that restricting the range of neutron star
spins significantly improves uncertainty in the determi-
nation of m2.
Figure 6 demonstrates the limited role of m2’s spin on

mass determination. Open circles mark the true values
of component masses for nine representative examples.
Going through each circle is the scatter plot of the pos-
terior samples colored by χ2. The arcs traced out by the
samples are lines of constant Mc. The vertical and hor-
izontal dashed lines denote the mass gap. Notice that
there is no obvious correlation between position along
the arc and χ2 – the spin of the smaller body is generally
not constrained and therefore does not help with mass
determination. Restricting the spin of the smaller mass
does not help because at high mass ratios (and therefore
NS-like m2), the contribution to the PN phase from χ2
is suppressed. The leading order spin corrections enter
the PN phase with magnitude χim2

i , so χ2’s influence to
the phase evolution is down-weighted relative to χ1 by
O
!

(mass ratio)2
"

.

5. DISCUSSION

In this paper we investigated the capability of the Ad-
vanced LV network to distinguish between NSs and BHs
from the inspiral-only waveforms using a large pop-
ulation of plausible detections. This is the first large-
scale study to characterize compact binary PDFs includ-
ing spin-precession effects over a broad range of masses,
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Fig. 6.— Component mass recovery colored by the spin of
the lower mass. Open circles mark the true values for nine
representative binary systems from the simulated population.
The spin of the lower mass is not well constrained, and does
not strongly correlate with the mass parameters. Therefore,
restricting the spin of the smaller body to be consistent with
our prior expectations does not impact our ability to distin-
guish between black holes and neutron stars. Both x- and
y-axes are in units of M⊙.
mass ratios, and spins. Our study does not factor in
systematic effects from real detector noise or differences
between template waveforms and the true gravitational
wave signal. Our study is limited to inspiral-only
waveforms for simulation of signals and template
waveforms for recovery because available precess-
ing merger/ringdown models are not valid over
the full prior volume. For many of our simulated
signals the merger will be detectable and may
help improve component mass estimates. Fur-
ther improvements may come from including PN
amplitude corrections.
We arrive at four main conclusions from our analysis:

1. When are we certain of at least one NS? For most
systems with m2 ≤ 2 M⊙, and all systems with m2 ≤
1.5 M⊙.

For larger-mass neutron stars (2 ≤ m2 ≤ 3) the 90%
credible intervals frequently extend into the low-mass BH
regime. This tendency for high-mass neutron stars in
NSBH systems to be consistent with low-mass black holes
poses a challenge for determining the maximum NS mass
from LV observations alone.

2. When are we certain of a BBH with both masses above
3 M⊙? When the mass of the smaller object exceeds
∼ 6 M⊙.

The m2 posteriors for BBH signals seldom reach below 2
M⊙, so if a maximum neutron star mass were indepen-
dently confirmed to bemmax ∼ 2M⊙, then LV’s ability to
discriminate between BBH and BNS/NSBH populations
would be significantly improved.

3. When is a black hole definitely not in the mass gap?
When component mass m2 " 10 M⊙ the 90% credible
intervals do not reach into the mass gap.

It may prove challenging to confirm its existence because
NSs with masses above ∼ 2 M⊙ have error bars reach-
ing into the m2 ∈ [3, 5] M⊙ interval from below while

4

intervals which consistently extend into the BH regime.
The tendency for recovery of high-mass neutron stars in
NSBH systems to be consistent with low-mass BHs poses
a challenge for determining the maximum NS mass from
LV observations alone.
At what point can we rule out the possibility that the

system contains a neutron star, and definitively declare
that we have detected a binary black hole? In Figure 3 we
see that the true mass of the smaller object must exceed
∼ 6 M⊙ before the 90% credible intervals rule out a NS.
Depending on details of spin alignment and ori-
entation, systems with m2 as low as 4 M⊙ can be
unambiguously identified as BBHs. Within this
range the m2 posteriors for BBH sources seldom reach
below 2 M⊙, so if a maximum NS mass were indepen-
dently confirmed to be consistent with current observa-
tions LV’s classification of NSs and BHs would improve.
It may seem surprising in Fig 3 that the width

of the credible intervals do not exhibit the 1/SNR
scaling predicted by Fisher matrix approxima-
tions (Cutler and Flanagan 1994). The Fisher
approximation is only suitable at sufficiently high
SNR that the posterior distribution function is
well approximated by a multivariate Gaussian, in
which case the inverse Fisher matrix is the co-
variance of the posterior. Implicit in this con-
dition is the assumption that the model wave-
form is a linear function of the source parame-
ters. See Vallisneri (2008) for a thorough decon-
struction of Fisher matrix-based intuition being
applied to GW signals. For typical LIGO/Virgo
binaries these conditions are not satisfied for the
mass parameters. The width of the m2 credible
intervals is driven by uncertainty in q which, due
to the degeneracy with spin, is extremely non-
Gaussian and can span the entire prior range.
The chirp mass, on the other hand, is a suffi-
ciently well constrained parameter at the SNRs
in our simulated population. In Fig. 4 we show
the fractional 1 − σ uncertainty in Mc inferred
from the Markov chains as a function of the
source value, with each event colored by the net-
work SNR. The expected 1/SNR dependence is
apparent for this parameter. Notice also that
the chirp mass errors grow with increasing total
mass. Higher mass binaries are in band for fewer
GW cycles which directly impacts measurability
as discussed in Sec. 2.

4.2. Identifying systems in the mass gap

Following Mandel (2010) we use our simulated LV de-
tections to infer the relative fraction of NSs, BHs in the
mass gap, and BHs above the mass gap. Because of the
large mass-measurement uncertainties the number of de-
tections needed to conclude BHs inhabit the mass gap
is highly dependent on the underlying mass distribution.
Depending on whether the observed population is heav-
ily dominated by low- or high-mass systems, we find be-
tween ten and many hundreds of detections are necessary
to conclude (at three-sigma confidence) the gap is popu-
lated.
Our initial set of simulated signals features many high-

mass ratio binaries. We simulated an additional 100
sources with both objects having 3 < m < 5 M⊙ to check
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Fig. 3.— 90% credible intervals for recovered m2 as a func-
tion of the true mass. Each entry is colored by the net-
work SNR of the source. Horizontal lines denote the mass
gap (Özel et al. 2010; Farr et al. 2011). Credible intervals for
high mass systems are limited from above by our prior on the
total mass M < 30 and the m2 ≤ m1 convention. Axes are
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of the source. The expected SNR scaling of the errors is
evidence in the chirp mass recovery, while it is absent in the
m2 measurement due to the degeneracy between mass ratio
and spin. The x-axis is in units of M⊙.

whether comparable-mass systems are easier to identify
in the gap. The mass-gap population still suffers from
large mass errors with > 95% of the sources having pos-
terior support for a NSBH system. Figure 5 shows the
distribution of the 90% credible interval widths for m1
(red, solid) and m2 (blue, dotted) of the gap sources.
The majority of plausible mass-gap sources yield credi-
ble intervals that are similar to or exceed the width of
the mass gap.
However,∼ 25% of the mass gap sources’m2 posteriors

do not reach below 2 M⊙. While we will not be able to
say with any certainty that an individual source occupies
the mass gap, we can often conclude that the binary
contains either an unusually high-mass neutron star, or
a pair of unusually low-mass black holes.
Three of the mass-gap sources were constrained to be

3 < m < 5 M⊙. A careful investigation of these systems

Littenberg et al. 2015

although…
Ozel et al. 2010; Farr et al. 2011
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• BHs in the low-end mass gap? (3-5 solar masses)
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• Reveal a high-mass gap? (40 - 130 solar masses)
Woosley 2017; Belczynski et al. 2016
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Fig. 2. Initial—final mass relation for single stars. Models with
(M10) and without (M1) pair-instability pulsation supernovae and pair-
instability supernovae are shown. Bottom panel: At high metallicity
(Z = 10% Z⊙ and higher) the models are indistinguishable. For the
border-line metallicity of Z = 10% Z⊙ stars with very high initial mass
(Mzams > 100 M⊙) will form slightly lighter BHs (by ∼ 2 M⊙) if pair-
instability pulsation supernovae are included. Top panel: At low metal-
licity (e.g., Z = 0.5% Z⊙) pair-instability pulsation supernovae and
pair-instability supernovae do not allow for high mass BH formation;
maximum BH mass is MBH = 45 M⊙. For the very low metallicity of
Z = 0.5% Z⊙, very massive stars (Mzams ≈ 100–140 M⊙) lose significant
mass in pair-instability pulsation supernovae reducing the BH mass to
MBH ≈ 40 M⊙, while the most massive stars (Mzams > 140 M⊙) explode
in pair-instability supernovae leaving no remnant.

4. Mass of single BHs and BH-BH mergers

The mass spectrum of single BHs remains unaffected by
PPSN/PSN for progenitor stars with metallicity higher than
Z > 10% Z⊙. For solar metallicity we adopt Z⊙ = 0.02
(Villante et al. 2014). This is the result of the fact that stars at
high metallicity are subject to intensive stellar wind mass loss
(Vink 2011) and they do not form helium cores above 45 M⊙
(see Fig. 2).

However, in the metallicity range Z = 1–10% Z⊙, the mass
spectrum of BHs remains unaffected by PSN but is affected by
PPSN. Stars that form within the initial mass range Mzams ≈
100–150 M⊙ form BHs with the upper limit of their mass set
by PPSN mass loss: MBH = 40.5 M⊙ (see Fig. 2).

For the lowest metallicities considered in our study, Z = 0.5–
1% Z⊙, the most massive stars are affected by both by PPSN
and PSN. Stars in the mass range Mzams ≈ 20–100 M⊙ are not
affected by PPSN nor by PSN and they form a wide range of
BH masses. The highest mass of a BH is MBH = 45 M⊙ and it
is formed by a star with initial mass Mzams ≈ 100 M⊙ that at
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Fig. 3. Total intrinsic (not weighted by merger rate nor by detec-
tion probability) merger mass distribution for two progenitor stellar
populations of different metallicity. Models with (M10) and without
(M1) pair-instability pulsation supernovae and pair-instability super-
novae are shown. Bottom panel: At high metallicity (Z = 10% Z⊙
and higher) models are indistinguishable. Top panel: At low metallic-
ity (e.g., Z = 0.5% Z⊙) pair-instability pulsation supernovae and pair-
instability supernovae do not allow for high mass merger formation
(Mtot ! 80 M⊙). Note that the model that does not take into account
pair-instability pulsation supernovae and pair-instability supernovae al-
lows for the formation of high mass mergers (Mtot > 80 M⊙).

time of core collapse has a total mass of 50 M⊙; 5 M⊙ of H-rich
envelope and 45 M⊙ core (with the top 10 M⊙ being He-rich,
while the deeper layers consist of heavier elements). If neutrino
mass loss in core collapse is not as effective as we have assumed
(10% mass loss) then the maximum BH mass would be MBH =
50 M⊙ (0% neutrino mass loss). Stars in the initial mass range
Mzams ≈ 100–140 M⊙ form BHs with mass set by PPSN mass
loss: MBH = 40.5 M⊙, while stars in the mass range Mzams ≈
140–150 M⊙ are disrupted by PSN and they leave no remnant
(see Fig. 2).

Here we encounter an important caveat. The maximummass
of a BH formed by a single star in our simulations is 50 M⊙
as reported above. However our simulations are performed for
a limited metallicity range (Z = 0.03–0.0001 or Z = 0.5%–
150% Z⊙). Had we extended the metallicity range down to Pop-
ulation III stars (Z ≈ 0) then the maximum BH mass from single
stellar evolution could be higher. Stellar winds for Population III
stars are expected to be very weak and these stars may retain
most of their H-rich envelope. If our Mzams ≈ 100 M⊙ model re-
tained the entire H-rich envelope and if it still had formed an He
core below PPSN threshold, then this star could have potentially
formed a 100 M⊙ BH (no neutrino loss and no supernova mass
loss). Most likely the mass of the He core of such star would be
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What else could GW detections 
reveal about BHs? 

• BHs in the low-end mass gap? (3-5 solar masses)
Ozel et al. 2010; Farr et al. 2011

• Reveal a high-mass gap? (40 - 130 solar masses)
Woosley 2017; Belczynski et al. 2016

• Firm detection of IMBHs ? 
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Figure 4. Left: Horizon distance (left axis) and horizon redshift (right axis) as a function of total mass (bottom axis) and chirp
mass (top axis), for equal mass, non-spinning BBH mergers. The (expected) increase in detector sensitivity with time is shown
by the different lines and the chirp mass of GW150914 is indicated with a red star. Right: the same, but now for detection-
weighted sensitive comoving volume, defined to yield the expected number of detections if multiplied with a merger rate per unit
volume. For details see Appendix.

escape before they can interact.776

The existence of GW150914 shows that BBH mergers occur777

in nature, and therefore models which don’t predict their exis-778

tence within a Hubble time through any formation channel are779

excluded (e.g., certain models in Nelemans et al. 2001; Bel-780

czynski et al. 2002, 2007; Mennekens & Vanbeveren 2014).781

For both isolated binary evolution and dynamical formation,782

the implication of BBH existence is that BH kicks cannot al-783

ways be high (> 100 km s�1), in order to avoid disrupting or784

widening the orbits too much, or ejecting the BHs from clus-785

ters before they can interact. In the case of isolated binaries,786

BBH existence also implies that massive star winds cannot be787

strong, and in the absence of high rotation, survival through788

common-envelope evolution in massive binaries must be pos-789

sible.790

Rate predictions for binary mergers and associated791

LIGO/Virgo detection expectations were summarized in792

Abadie et al. (2010), and for BBH mergers a range of 0.1�300793

Gpc

�3
yr

�1was reported. More recent studies, not included794

in Abadie et al. (2010), for isolated binary evolution give very795

similar predictions: 0 � 100 Gpc

�3
yr

�1 by (Mandel & de796

Mink 2016), 0.5�220 Gpc

�3
yr

�1 by Dominik et al. (2015),797

0 � 1000 Gpc

�3
yr

�1 by Mennekens & Vanbeveren (2014).798

Recent studies of globular cluster dynamics also report com-799

parable rates (Rodriguez et al. 2015, 2016; Downing et al.800

2010, 2011).We conclude that the GW150914 rate constraints801

are broadly consistent with most of the BBH rate predictions,802

and only the lowest predicted rates (. 1 Gpc

�3
yr

�1) can be803

excluded.804

7. THE PATH FORWARD FOR FUTURE STUDIES805

In the coming years the aLIGO and AdV detectors will be806

upgraded to higher sensitivity as shown in Figure 4: on the807

left we plot the maximum luminosity distance (DL) and red-808

shift (z), and on the right a measure for the surveyed volume809

(V c) for the initial LIGO/Virgo detectors, the current aLIGO810

and future expectations (see Appendix for the details). We can811

anticipate that the BBH detection sample will increase by at812

least a factor of ⇠ 10 as observing runs become more sensitive813

and of longer duration. With these new detections, it will be-814

come possible to go beyond the mostly qualitative inferences815

discussed here, and quantitatively constrain the properties of816

double-compact-objects (DCOs) and their formation models.817

In general, quantitatively constraining the model can be818

done either by deriving a parametrized description of the un-819

derlying model (e.g. Mandel 2010; O’Shaughnessy 2013) or820

comparing specific population models to the data (e.g. Bulik821

& Belczyński 2003a; Mandel & O’Shaughnessy 2010).822

For the latter, detailed information about the models and823

properties of the predicted populations are needed, e.g.,824

masses and rate densities as a function of redshift. Given the825

large number of model parameters, it is challenging to obtain826

a statistically appropriate sampling of the parameter space to827

the level required to address degeneracies; no existing study828

has provided a sufficiently complete dataset. However, such829

analyses will eventually allow us to constrain massive-star830

winds and rotation, the common-envelope binary evolution831

phase, BH mass relations, and BH kicks. GW detections of832

binaries with NSs will probe lower-mass stars and NS kicks833

and the supernova mechanism. For dynamical formation, we834

can also probe cluster properties and their dependence on red-835

shift.836

In the past, binary pulsars, supernovae, and gamma-837

ray burst observations have been used as constraints on838

DCO models (e.g. Portegies Zwart & Yungelson 1998;839

O’Shaughnessy et al. 2005b). More recently, studies have840

explored quantitative, statistical methods for deriving con-841

straints and examined the minimum sample sizes needed842

for distinguishing between a small set of different isolated-843

binary models (Bulik & Belczyński 2003b; Mandel &844

O’Shaughnessy 2010; Kelley et al. 2010; O’Shaughnessy845

2013; Messenger & Veitch 2013; Stevenson et al. 2015; Man-846

del et al. 2015; Belczynski et al. 2015). We note that the847
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disfavors low-mass clusters [151]. On the other hand, if all
merging BBHs arise from isolated binaries evolving via the
common-envelope phase, the lower limit on the merger rate
disfavors a combination of very low common envelope bind-
ing energy with a high efficiency of common envelope ejec-
tion [175] (high values of a ⇥ l , as defined in [177–179]),
or very high black hole natal kicks of several hundred km/s
[180]. However, since population synthesis studies have typ-
ically varied one parameter at a time, individual parameter
values cannot be ruled out until the full parameter space is
explored [e.g., 181]. Moreover, the parametrisations used in
existing models may not even capture the full physical uncer-
tainties [e.g., 182, 183].

It is likely, however, that multiple formation channels are
in operation simultaneously, and GW150914, LVT151012,
and GW151226 could have been formed through different
channels or in different environments. A lower limit on the
merger rate cannot be used to rule out evolutionary parame-
ters if multiple channels contribute. Future observations will
be required to test whether binaries can be classified into dis-
tinct clusters arising from different formation channels [184],
or to compare the population to specific evolutionary models
[185–188]. Such observations will make it possible to further
probe the underlying mass distribution of merging BBHs and
the dependence of the merger rate on redshift. Meanwhile,
space-borne detectors such as eLISA could observe heavy
BBHs several years before merger; multi-spectrum observa-
tions with ground-based and space-borne observatories would
aid in measuring binary parameters, including location, and
determining the formation channel by measuring the eccen-
tricity at lower frequencies [189–191].

We can use the inferred rates to estimate the number of
BBH mergers expected in future observing runs. We make
use of the future observing plans laid out in [128] to predict
the expected rate of signals in the second and third advanced
LIGO and Virgo observing runs. To do so, we restrict at-
tention to those signals which will be observed with a false
alarm rate smaller than 1/100yr. In the simulations used to
estimate sensitive time-volumes, 61% of the events above the
low threshold used in the PyCBC rates calculation are found
with a search false alarm rate lower than one per century. The
expected number of observed events will then scale linearly
with the sensitive time-volume hV T i of a future search. The
improvement in sensitivity in future runs will vary across the
frequency band of the detectors and will therefore have a dif-
ferent impact for binaries of different mass. For concreteness,
we use a fiducial BBH system with total mass 60M� and
mass ratio q = 1 [146], to estimate a range of sensitive time-
volumes for future observing runs. The second observing run
(O2) is anticipated to begin in late 2016 and last six months,
and the third run (O3) to begin in 2017 and last nine months.
We show the predictions for the probability of obtaining N or
more high-significance events as a function of hV T i (in units
of the time-volume surveyed during O1) in Fig. 12. Current
projections for O2 suggest that the sensitivity will be consis-
tent with the lower end of the band indicated in Figure 12.
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FIG. 12. The probability of observing N > 10, N > 35, and N > 70
highly significant events, as a function of surveyed time-volume. The
vertical line and bands show, from left to right, the expected sensitive
time-volume for the second (O2) and third (O3) advanced detector
observing runs.

VIII. CONCLUSION

During its first observing run Advanced LIGO has observed
gravitational waves from the coalescence of two stellar-mass
BBHs GW150914 and GW151226 with a third candidate
LVT151012 also likely to be a BBH system. Our mod-
eled binary coalescence search detects both GW150914 and
GW151226 with a significance of greater than 5.3s , while
LVT151012 is found with a significance 1.7s . The compo-
nent masses of these systems span a range from the heav-
iest black hole in GW150914 with a mass of 36.2+5.2

�3.8M�,
to 7.5+2.3

�2.3M�, the lightest black hole of GW151226. The
spins of the individual coalescing black holes are weakly con-
strained, but we can rule out two non-spinning components
for GW151226 at 99% credible level. All our observations are
consistent with the predictions of general relativity, and the fi-
nal black holes formed after merger are all predicted to have
high spin values with masses that are larger than any black
hole measured in x-ray binaries. The inferred rate of BBH
mergers based on our observations is 9–240Gpc�3 yr�1which
gives confidence that future observing runs will observe many
more BBHs.
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Neutron Star Mergers

•NS-NS or NS-BH coalescence events?
• tight upper limits and firm rate measurements? 

• BH/NS mass and spin distributions?
• EM counterparts?  

• GRBs / X-ray afterglows / kilonovae / radio afterglows?
• host galaxies?

• new way to measure Ho? 
• NS EOS constraints?
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NS mass BH mass Spin hV T i (Gpc3 yr) Range (Mpc) R90% (Gpc�3 yr�1)
(M

�

) (M
�

) distribution PyCBC GstLAL PyCBC GstLAL PyCBC GstLAL

1.4 5 Isotropic 7.01⇥10�4 7.71⇥10�4 110 112 3,600 3,270
1.4 5 Aligned 7.87⇥10�4 8.96⇥10�4 114 117 3,210 2,820
1.4 10 Isotropic 1.00⇥10�3 1.01⇥10�3 123 122 2,530 2,490
1.4 10 Aligned 1.36⇥10�3 1.52⇥10�3 137 140 1,850 1,660
1.4 30 Isotropic 1.10⇥10�3 9.02⇥10�4 127 118 2,300 2,800
1.4 30 Aligned 1.98⇥10�3 1.99⇥10�3 155 153 1,280 1,270

Table 2. Sensitive space-time volume hV T i and 90% confidence upper limit R90% for NSBH systems with isotropic and aligned
spin distributions. The NS spin magnitudes are in the range [0,0.04] and the BH spin magnitudes are in the range [0,1]. Values
are shown for both the pycbc and gstlal pipelines. hV T i is calculated using a FAR threshold of 0.01 yr�1. The rate upper
limit is calculated using a uniform prior on L = RhV T i and an 18% uncertainty in hV T i from calibration errors.
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Figure 6. A comparison of the O1 90% upper limit on the
BNS merger rate to other rates discussed in the text (Abadie
et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2015; Fong et al. 2015; Siellez et al.
2014; Coward et al. 2012; Petrillo et al. 2013; Jin et al. 2015;
Vangioni et al. 2016; de Mink and Belczynski 2015; Do-
minik et al. 2015). The region excluded by the low-spin BNS
rate limit is shaded in blue. Continued non-detection in O2
(slash) and O3 (dot) with higher sensitivities and longer op-
eration time would imply stronger upper limits. The O2 and
O3 BNS ranges are assumed to be 1-1.9 and 1.9-2.7 times
larger than O1. The operation times are assumed to be 6 and
9 months (Aasi et al. 2016) with a duty cycle equal to that of
O1 (⇠ 40%).

2010). We additionally include some more recent estimates
from population synthesis for both NSBH and BNS (Dominik
et al. 2015; Belczynski et al. 2016; de Mink and Belczyn-
ski 2015) and binary pulsar observations for BNS (Kim et al.
2015).

We also compare our upper limits for NSBH and BNS sys-
tems to beaming-corrected estimates of short GRB rates in
the local universe. Short GRBs are considered likely to be
produced by the merger of compact binaries that include NSs,
i.e. BNS or NSBH systems (Berger 2014). The rate of short
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Figure 7. A comparison of the O1 90% upper limit on the
NSBH merger rate to other rates discussed in the text (Abadie
et al. 2010; Fong et al. 2015; Coward et al. 2012; Petrillo
et al. 2013; Jin et al. 2015; Vangioni et al. 2016; de Mink and
Belczynski 2015; Dominik et al. 2015). The dark blue region
assumes a NSBH population with masses 5–1.4 M

�

and the
light blue region assumes a NSBH population with masses
10–1.4 M

�

. Both assume an isotropic spin distribution. Con-
tinued non-detection in O2 (slash) and O3 (dot) with higher
sensitivities and longer operation time would imply stronger
upper limits (shown for 10–1.4 M

�

NSBH systems). The
O2 and O3 ranges are assumed to be 1-1.9 and 1.9-2.7 times
larger than O1. The operation times are assumed to be 6 and
9 months (Aasi et al. 2016) with a duty cycle equal to that of
O1 (⇠ 40%).

GRBs can predict the rate of progenitor mergers (Coward
et al. 2012; Petrillo et al. 2013; Siellez et al. 2014; Fong et al.
2015). For NSBH, systems with small BH masses are consid-
ered more likely to be able to produce short GRBs (e.g. (Duez
2010; Giacomazzo et al. 2013; Pannarale et al. 2015)), so we
compare to our 5M

�

–1.4M
�

NSBH rate constraint. The ob-
servation of a kilonova is also considered to be an indicator of
a binary merger (Metzger and Berger 2012), and an estimated
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